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UPDATE ON SPECIAL ELECTIONS COMEDY AND DEPRESSION
Students question ASUPS Senate’s 
authority to call elections.
Read about a comedian’s struggle 
with performance and depression.
NEWS 2 OPINIONS 7
B y  PA U L
 G O U D A R Z I - F R Y
Does the ASUPS Vice President just hire their friends to ex-
ecutive staff  positions? 
Year after year, the perception is that 
ASUPS elections are popularity contests, 
and that the ASUPS VP, who makes the 
hiring decisions in consultation with the 
President, hires from their friend group.
“It always comes into question when 
execs hire individuals they’ve had pre-
existing relationshps with. No matter how 
strenuous the application process is, 
there’s never information released about 
why those individuals where hired or what 
qualifi cations they have,” Senator Chair 
Kaitlyn Vallance said. 
ASUPS President Nakisha Renée Jones 
weighed in about her experiences during 
the hiring process for the executive team, 
which was fi nalized on April 15.
“For me, it’s… trying to balance my dis-
agreement about the process that we use 
in exec hiring, because ultimately, it looks 
like I’m disagreeing with my Vice Presi-
dent to some [people],” Jones said. “We 
hired execs last week... There was some 
disagreement about that process, and… 
I myself am the type who asks questions 
when I feel like it’s necessary to uncover 
more about what’s going on.”
The process of hiring execs to ASUPS 
is overseen by the outgoing executive 
member, other ASUPS staff  and people 
from other departments at Puget Sound. 
Evaluation of the applicant, according to 
ASUPS VP Alissa Hartnig, is based on fi ve 
main factors.
“When Nakisha and I were hiring the ex-
ecutive team, we considered the following 
when making a decision:  Their applica-
tion, their interview, if their values and vi-
sion meshed with ours, how comfortable 
we would feel working with them and their 
summer plans. From these, we hired the 
four individuals who we felt would be the 
best fi t for job,” Hartnig said.
After the decisions were made, ASUPS 
Senate confi rmed the appointments for 
the hiring of the applicants, an act that is 
designed to demonstrate the approval of 
the applicants. However, the disagree-
ment behind this process originated when 
Jones questioned the transparency of the 
process for the students.
“As a Senator, I always feel strange ap-
proving Executive [staff ] who were hired as 
a slate, as opposed to individuals... If we 
did not like one of the hires, we would not 
be able to express our disapproval with-
out voting down every individual hired. It 
makes me feel somewhat powerless in 
expressing my disapproval,” Vallance said.
As ASUPS President, Jones has the 
power to veto that confi rmation. 
“I didn’t know I had the power to veto the 
confi rmation until someone else told me. I 
thought about vetoing it so that we can go 
back and actually provide the information 
to people about why we chose the people 
we chose rather than just approve every-
body on a blind eye,” Jones said. “How-
ever, I decided I would wait to use my veto 
until it’s a matter that will impact the stu-
dent body more directly and immediately.”
While no veto took place, Jones’ request 
to get more information about the veto 
process started the rumors that Jones 
had actively vetoed some part of the exec 
hiring process.
Following this confusion, the issues that 
have been presented revolve around how 
ASUPS deals with questions of transpar-
ency and how students seek the answers 
to possibly contentious questions. Jones’ 
answer? Go to the source and ask.
“I think it’s easier to just identify the source 
of your discontent, talk to that source and 
then fi nd solutions. As for me, I’m not try-
ing to create discontent for people, but I 
do want us to question things. I think a 
lot of the time people are reticent to feel 
uncomfortable…Feeling uncomfortable is 
a really necessary part of growth,” Jones 
said.
“Nakisha and I are very open to talking 
to anyone who has questions about our 
decision making process,” Hartnig con-
fi rmed.
Senior Senator C.J. Queirolo thinks there 
should be more collaboration with ASUPS 
Senate during the hiring process.
“All ASUPS Senate committee meet-
ing all hiring interviews should happen in 
person and not over email over or phone 
calls,” Queirolo said. “Both the ASUPS 
President and the Vice President should 
be present at every such interview regard-
ing the composition of the President’s 
Council. Independent Students-at-Large 
should observe these interviews, but that 
requires they be public and in person. 
Most importantly the Senate needs to be 
actively involved in these hiring decisions 
for Executive Directorships. I think we 
should seriously consider amending the 
ASUPS Constitution and By-Laws in order 
to make the hiring of all Executive Direc-
tors more of a collaborative process, and 
to reduce the chances of any confl icts of 
interest going unnoticed.”
ASUPS will have its last meeting of the 
semester on Tuesday, May 4. To get in 
touch with members of the student gov-
ernment electronically, you may fi nd the 
appropriate member at asups.puget-
sound.edu/contact/. 
STRUGGLES FOR TRANSPARENCY
W H E R E  T O  F I N D
 T H E  T R A I L
BLACK BEAR YOGURT
BLUEBEARD COFFEE
CAFE BROUSSEAU
METRONOME COFFEE
SHAKABRAH JAVA
GIBSON’S FROZEN 
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ECO CLUB CONTINUES TO WORK FOR DIVESTMENT
CONCERNS RAISED WITH SPECIAL ELECTIONS 
The ECO club at University of 
Puget Sound is raising ques-
tions concerning the private 
companies in which the school 
is investing. They are concerned 
that part of the Endowment fund 
is being invested in energy com-
panies that are not sustainable.
“We cannot get the information 
about what specific companies it 
is. We basically want to get the 
Board of Trustees to direct the 
firm that manages our money 
to not invest in coal or any other 
extreme energy sources,” club 
member Luke Janssen said.
Students involved in the ECO 
club as well of supporters of sus-
tainable energy sourcing want to 
find out where exactly this por-
tion of the money is going. The 
ECO club is in the process of in-
vestigating this.
“We have found out that 0.2 
percent of the endowment port-
folio is invested in the Filthy 15 
(the top 15 coal and mining com-
panies), 1.6 percent is in the Car-
bon Underground 200 (the top 
200 fossil fuel companies), and 
10.9 percent is in private hydro-
carbon,” Emily Smaldone, ECO 
President, said. “While these 
numbers are fairly low, what mat-
ters to us is not the amount of 
money involved but the political 
statement the University is mak-
ing by lending its assets to these 
environmentally damaging com-
panies.”
The school’s endowment fund, 
invested in companies in order 
to make profit, goes to school ex-
penses including faculty salaries 
and student financial aid. The 
school’s supporters, including 
alumni, donate to the University’s 
endowment.
 “They also have an investment 
in private energy, they invest in 
a third party, so there’s an in-
vestment brokerage firm that the 
school gives the money to and 
they invest it, and pretty much 
we hire them to give us profit. 
And so that money then comes 
back to scholarships for the 
school,” Janssen said.
The ECO club has not had large 
success in creating a transpar-
ency between the student body 
and these investment decisions, 
although they have been trying 
to take down this barrier.
“Investment transparency 
might be the least likely outcome 
of this investigation. The manag-
ers PWP hires to invest its clients’ 
money make their living deciding 
how much to invest where, and 
that information is their intellec-
tual capital—trade secrets, so to 
speak. Those managers are not 
legally required to divulge their 
secrets, and there’s little chance 
of getting them to do so,” Smal-
done said.
With the endowment totaling 
over $300 million, students from 
the ECO club believe that they 
have a right to know where this 
money is being invested, as it 
reflects the values of this institu-
tion.
“I think it is just something that 
is really in line with the values of 
the community here, and I would 
like to think that the administra-
tion would reflect values that the 
students hold. And I think they’re 
just lagging behind at least when 
it comes to environmental is-
sues,” Janssen said.
Puget Sound is conscious of its 
environmental impact and has 
recently complied with student 
requests for sustainable prac-
tices, including the implementa-
tion of water-refill stations and 
the abolishment of plastic water 
bottles at the S.U.B.
“However, as an institution, 
Puget Sound only seems willing 
to make environmentally-orient-
ed policy changes when it is cer-
tain that these will not threaten 
the school’s financial bottom 
line or make it less appealing to 
its targeted prospective student 
base,” Smaldone said.
The school’s investments may 
prove to be out of touch with the 
values of students, faculty, and 
the Tacoma community, and the 
ECO club is attempting to make 
things clearer. They are tying to 
support the campus’ goals of 
being more sustainable while 
still attaining the school’s yearly 
financial goals.   
 “You can invest ethically and 
have socially responsible invest-
ment and not affect your bottom 
line. You can still have the same 
amount,” Janssen said.
 
B y  Z E I N A H
     K A R A
B y  C H A S E
       H U T C H I N S O N
Two positions are open
Polls opened Wednesday, 
April 28.
Polls close Tuesday, May 5 at 
5 p.m.
The winners of the election 
will be 
sworn in at formal senate on 
Thursday, May 7. 
Information about candidates 
and voting 
can be found online at 
asups.pugetsound.edu/
INFORMATION 
ABOUT SPECIAL 
ELECTIONS FOR 
SENATORS-AT-
LARGE
The following incidents occurred on 
campus and were reported to Security 
Services between April 21, 2015 and 
April 27, 2015:
 
· (2) Alcohol Violations: Security re-
sponded to reports of intoxicated stu-
dents in residence halls. 
· (2) Drug Violations: Security respond-
ed to reports of marijuana use in a res-
idence halls.
 
Crime Prevention
 
· Good quality “U-Bolt” style locks are 
highly recommended.  Use additional 
locks to secure high end components 
(wheels, etc.) to the bicycle when 
stored.
· Do not leave or store valuables in 
your vehicle.
· Be mindful of personal and university 
property by keeping it secured or with 
you at all times.  This includes office 
areas and residential spaces.
· Secure your residence and/or room – 
especially at night while sleeping.
· Always immediately report suspicious 
activity to Security Services or Tacoma 
Police.
 
Security Services
 
· Security is open and staffed 24/7 to 
serve the university community.
· Utilize the Security Courtesy Escort 
Service if you find yourself walking 
alone on campus – especially at night.  
This service is also available to some 
areas off-campus.
· Please update the university with 
your cellular telephone number.  We 
need it send you important Security 
Alert messages.
· Visit our website and check us out 
on Facebook to learn more about our 
services and stay up to date on cam-
pus security.
· Vehicles and bicycles may not be left 
on campus over the summer.  Both 
will be impounded by Security Ser-
vices.  The Bike Shop is accepting bi-
cycles during finals week.  Please con-
tact them at bikeshop@pugetsound.
edu to donate your bike if you don’t 
want to, or can’t take it with you.
This past Tuesday there was 
an informal ASUPS senate meet-
ing that discussed the state of 
elections and whether ASUPS 
was within its authority to call for 
them. 
At the previous formal meet-
ing on April 23, Ryan Del Rosa-
rio had raised concerns about 
whether the senate overstepped 
in some of the elections deci-
sions they had made. 
In the statement they gave to 
the members of ASUPS and also 
posted on social media, Rosa-
rio said “even if we ignore the 
mishandlings of the elections 
from fall semester, I do not un-
derstand why ASUPS Senate is 
holding a special election for two 
Senator-At-Large positions al-
ready filled by Senators Beatrix 
Evans and Gwen Bartholomay.” 
The full text of the statement 
can be found on Rosario’s Face-
book page. 
Vice President Alissa Hartnig 
said it was understandable that 
certain complaints had arisen, 
especially considering many stu-
dents were on the outside look-
ing in on an election process 
that many feel should have been 
more transparent. 
Kaitlyn Vallance, Senate Chair, 
also brought up the problem of 
having so many students run as 
write-ins, which prevented voters 
from seeing the qualifications of 
all those who were interested in 
running. 
The issue of transparency was 
a sentiment echoed by Hartnig, 
who said that many students 
weren’t aware in the past elec-
tion Kyle Chong was no longer 
allowed in the election, and vot-
ed for him without knowing that 
their votes would not count. 
There were many other con-
cerns raised by several senators 
such as Residence Hall Senator 
Andrew McPherran who felt that 
this action set a dangerous prec-
edent as “future senators can 
get together if they don’t like the 
senators that have been elected” 
and take an action similar to this 
one that would effectively invali-
date the students being elected. 
Zach Stoddard, outgoing Se-
nior Senator, responded to this 
concern by saying that there is 
also the precedent that is set that 
“anyone can be banned in the 
future” as Chong was and that 
this poses a greater threat to fu-
ture elections. 
Many representatives, includ-
ing current Senior Senator C.J. 
Queirolo, expressed the idea 
that Chong had received the ma-
jority of the votes and therefore 
should not have been excluded. 
Quierolo, along with Vallance, 
serves on the Governance Com-
mittee (of which Vallance is Chair 
and Quierolo a voting member) 
along with Nakisha Renee Jones 
(ASUPS President and non-vot-
ing member of the committee) 
Liam Donnelly, Julia Lynn, and 
Conner Sabin (all three of whom 
are full voting Student-at-Large 
members of the committee ap-
pointed by President Jones).
In a statement given exclusive-
ly to The Trail for informational 
purposes, Quierolo said, “This 
report means that the Gover-
nance Committee has reviewed 
the circumstances surrounding 
the 2015 ASUPS Spring Special 
Election, and determined that 
there was no breech of either the 
ASUPS Constitution or the By-
Laws in the decision to begin a 
special election.” 
Quierolo further expressed how 
the report was in response to 
Rosario’s statement about how 
“they thought the special elec-
tion was a violation of the ASUPS 
Constitution.” 
This compelled them to action 
so “the Governance Committee 
met and discussed their allega-
tions.” Quierolo also said that 
“the report will be uploaded to 
the ASUPS website, displayed 
with the rest of all ASUPS doc-
uments” while also noting that 
“right now the committee min-
utes for this meeting have not 
been approved but this is the re-
port that was determined by the 
committee.”
 Queirolo had “abstained from 
the vote on whether to issue this 
report to the Senate.” 
 The conversation at the infor-
mal meeting was one that con-
cluded with ASUPS moving on 
to other issues of importance to 
the campus, but there was also 
an acknowledgement about fur-
ther work needing to be done in 
regards to how ASUPS manages 
this problem from here forward. 
Hartnig stressed the need for 
an “endgame” and how best to 
look to the future. 
The handling of these elections 
has been something that has led 
to a large amount of discussion 
amongst students here on cam-
pus. 
Ryan Del Rosario further en-
couraged students in their state-
ment to take an active role in 
engaging with ASUPS in the 
coming weeks to address this 
problem.
“Do not let ASUPS Senate fail 
this campus. I would of course 
tell you to look up recent sen-
ate minutes and have discus-
sions with your ASUPS Senator, 
but the last two weeks of min-
utes have not been published 
(last minutes published from 4/2) 
and the ASUPS page does not 
have an updated list of your cur-
rent senators. What can you do? 
Take ‘em all to Honor Court. Go 
to Open Forum. Whatever you 
can do, you should. This is not 
about having a fair election to 
have more UPS Students feel at 
home on campus as candidate 
Kyle Chong claims—it is about 
not allowing ASUPS Senate to 
misuse their power and bully the 
campus.”
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B y  A N N A
   G O E B E L
UNIVERSITY TO GIVE 10 FULL-TUITION SCHOLARSHIPS
B y  N I S H
 C H H A B R A
University of Puget Sound an-
nounced their partnership this 
week with the Posse foundation, 
a national organization dedicated 
to providing full-ride scholarships 
to students from diverse back-
grounds with excellent academic 
and leadership potential.  
The foundation has partnered 
with over 52 colleges and uni-
versities that partner with a spe-
cifi c geographical area to recruit 
students involved with the Posse 
foundation with the off er of a full-
tuition scholarship. 
University of Puget Sound is set 
to recruit from the Bay Area of 
San Francisco. The University will 
commit to providing full-tuition 
scholarships to 10 students from 
the San Francisco Bay Area, who 
are Posse scholars. 
“Puget Sound’s enrollment phi-
losophy is guided by our commit-
ment to identify and support stu-
dents who demonstrate potential 
in making the most of their col-
lege education. Posse is a trans-
formational program that im-
proves the lives of students and 
the institutions that they attend,” 
Jenny Rickard, Puget Sound’s 
vice president for enrollment, 
said in a recent press release. 
“We have many alumni and cur-
rent students from the Bay Area, 
and are excited to welcome our 
fi rst group of Posse Scholars 
next year.”
This program supports access 
to college for more than 6,000 
academically and leadership-
driven students from historically 
underrepresented groups in col-
legiate settings. 
University of Puget Sound will 
join colleges such as Dartmouth, 
Cornell, University of California, 
Berkeley, and University of Cali-
fornia, Los Angeles as partner 
institutions with the Posse foun-
dation. Puget Sound will become 
the fi rst undergraduate school in 
the Pacifi c Northwest to have a 
Posse program.  
Posse scholars have gone on 
to attend graduate programs at 
nationally recognized institutions 
such as Yale and Johns Hopkins. 
43 Fulbright scholarships have 
been given to previous Posse 
scholars. Alumni have gone on to 
to become lawyers, scoial work-
ers and surgeons among other 
occupations.
 “We are honored to be named 
a Posse college and further ex-
tend our commitment to making 
college aff ordable for academi-
cally talented students from di-
verse backgrounds,” President 
Ronald Thomas said in a press 
release. “The Posse program is 
unique in its approach to provid-
ing the training and support that 
helps students realize their aca-
demic and leadership potential, 
and make substantial contribu-
tions to the campus communi-
ties that they transform over the 
course of their four years.”
The program will be supported 
by donations and the board of 
trustees.
The students who will be in-
volved in Puget Sound’s posse 
program will work as a cohort for 
their fi rst and sophomore years 
here. 
This is meant to create a close-
knit group of individuals in order 
to help the scholars succeed 
academically and otherwise. 
Additionally, the Posse schol-
ars program promotes campus 
involvement and engagement 
among its scholars. Even as high 
school students, the Posse foun-
dation promotes leadership and 
academic excellence among its 
scholars. 
For more information or to 
nominate a high school student 
you can visit www.possefounda-
tion.org.
 2015 COMMENCEMENT 
2015 HONORARY DEGREES TO BE AWARDED 
On Sunday, 
May 17, Uni-
versity of Puget Sound will recognize 
three individuals for their lifelong contri-
butions to their local, regional or global 
community at the Class of 2015 gradua-
tion ceremony. 
These honorary degrees will be award-
ed to Washington Supreme Court Justice 
Steven C. González, who has geared his 
career towards providing equal access 
to the justice system; Carrie Hessler-
Radelet, Peace Corps director and public 
health leader; and Theresa Pan Hosley, 
who has served the Tacoma community 
as a leader in building intercultural under-
standing and reconciliation for more than 
20 years.
González has been a member of the 
Washington Supreme Court since 2012, 
and has been  an advocate for universal 
access to the justice system. He was rec-
ognized with the 2012 Difference Makers 
Award from the American Bar Associa-
tion and a Judge of the Year award from 
the Washington State Bar Association. 
Prior to his current role, he served for 10 
years as a trial judge on the King County 
Superior Court, hearing criminal, civil, ju-
venile and family law cases.
Hessler-Radelet, joined the Peace 
Corps as deputy director in 2010, and of-
fi cially made director last year. 
Hessler-Radelete has more than 20 
years of experience and has worked in 
about 50 countries. She holds a Bachelor 
of Arts degree in Political Science from 
Boston University. She will also give the 
commencement address at gradution 
this year.  
Pan Hosley has served the Tacoma 
community for more than 20 years in 
roles that have recognized and valued 
the city’s ethnic heritage, and that have 
provided youth with opportunities in edu-
cation and leadership.
 Pan Hosley was the founder and lead-
er of the Chinese Reconciliation Project 
Foundation. 
This project dedicated about two de-
cades to developing the Tacoma Chinese 
Reconciliation Park on Schuster Parkway.
 “Each year we have the honor of rec-
ognizing a handful of individuals whose 
accomplishments globally, nationally and 
locally have made an impact in vital ar-
eas of public life, and whose lives have 
met the highest tests of democratic citi-
zenship,” Puget Sound President Ronald 
Thomas said. “Justice González, Carrie 
Hessler-Radelet and Theresa Pan Hosley 
scaled those heights and chose paths 
where they make a meaningful difference 
in the lives of others. We are immensely 
proud to have them join our community of 
esteemed honorees.”
Everyone is welcome to attend the Com-
mencement Ceremony, which will be held 
in Baker Stadium from 2-4:30 p.m. on 
Sunday, May 17. During this ceremony, 
President Thomas will present González 
with an honorary Doctor of Laws degree, 
and Hessler-Radelet and Pan 
Hosley with honorary Doctor 
of Humane Letters degrees. 
Corrections: The article about 
special elections printed in the April 
24 edition of The Trail stated that 
Kyle Chong won between 70 and 
75 percent of the votes in the fi rst 
election. Chong won 70 votes in 
the fi rst election. 
In last week’s article on Greek Life, 
Marta Palmquist-Cady stated in 
a quote that Gamma Phi Beta, Pi 
Beta Phi and Kappa Alpha Theta 
had had training with Peer Allies. 
While these organizations may have 
had Green Dot training, Peer Allies 
have only visited Beta Theta Pi, Al-
pha Phi and Phi Delta Theta. 
Friday, May 15, 2015
Lavender Graduates Celebration
4 - 6 p.m.
Wheelock Student Center, Rasmussen Rotunda
Grad Party
8:30 - 11 p.m.
Wheelock Student center, Marshall Hall
Saturday, May 16, 2015
Academic Convocation
2 - 3 p.m.
Schneebeck Concert Hall
Graduates of Color Celebration
4 - 6 p.m.
Wheelock Student Center, Rasmussen Rotunda
Sunday, May 17, 2015
Commencement Brunch
9 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
Wheelock Student Center, Marshall Hall
Interfaith Baccalaureate Service
10 - 11 a.m. 
Kilworth Memorial Chapel
Graduate and Faculty Lineup and
Last Student Walk Across Campus
1 p.m.
G.E. Karlen Quadrangle
Commencement Ceremony
2 - 4:30 p.m.
Baker Stadium
Commencement Reception
4:30 p.m.
Event Lawn
SCHEDULE OF COMMENCEMENT WEEKEND EVENTS 
Honorary Degrees: 
From left to right, Theresa 
Pan Hosley, Steven Gon-
zalez, and Carrie Hessler-
Radelet will all receive 
honorary degrees at com-
mencement this year. 
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B y  N I C H O L A S  N E S T I N G E N 
TO  THE SENIORS WE BID ADIEU 
“Our senior class began the rebuilding of some programs and continued 
the incredible legacies that have been built up over the years for others.”
            -Amanda Forshay
WOMEN’S SOCCER 
CONGRATULATIONS: The Trail would like to congratulate Robin Viera, 
Liz Blonden and Lauren Hamilton on a great season.  
PHOTO COURTESY/LOGGER ATHLETICS 
As the school year comes to a 
close, we say goodbye to another 
class of phenomenal senior Log-
ger athletes.
Logger seniors helped the fall 
season open up with a 13th 
straight NWC championship for 
the women’s soccer team, a 
second place NWC finish by the 
men’s soccer team, a third-place 
NWC finish by the volleyball team 
and a season in which the football 
team had one of its best years in 
recent memory.
The women’s soccer team was 
led by a strong senior class, which 
included Second Team All-West 
Region and First Team All-NWC 
players in Robin Viera (Seattle, 
Wash.) and Liz Blonden (Seattle, 
Wash.) and a Second Team All-
NWC player in Annie Jonsson 
(Portland, Ore.).  Together, these 
three, along with senior Lau-
ren Hamilton (Spokane, Wash.), 
helped the Loggers this season 
to a 16-4-1 record and a trip to 
the second round of the NCAA 
Division III tournament.  Over their 
careers, the four seniors—along 
with senior Megan Ellis (Lake Os-
wego, Ore.), who was injured this 
year—were part of four confer-
ence champion teams and played 
in four NCAA Division III tourna-
ments.
Despite the on-field success, 
Viera, the four-year star, saw her 
senior class’ legacy as something 
bigger than winning. 
“Our biggest accomplishment by 
far has been manifesting a family 
environment that focuses on team 
development first, which then 
brings us together on the field to 
fight for the win,” Viera said.
MEN’S SOCCER 
An eleven-man senior class 
helped propel the men’s soccer 
team to a 13-5-2 overall record 
and a 10-3-1 conference record 
that left them two points short of 
the team’s second straight con-
ference title.  Of the 11 players 
in the senior class, five were giv-
en All-NWC honors: Sam Naatz 
(Salt Lake City, Utah), Andrew 
White (Steamboat Springs, 
Colo.), Sean Ryan (Mill Creek, 
Wash.) and Landon Gauthier 
(Fox Island, Wash.).  Naatz was 
also named Second Team All-
West Region, and White was 
named Third Team All-West Re-
gion.
CONGRATULATIONS: The Trail would like to congratulate Sam Naatz, 
Andrew White, Sean Ryan and Landon Gauthier on a great season. 
PHOTO COURTESY/LOGGER ATHLETICS
The lone senior of the volleyball 
team, Nicolette Reynaud (Los 
Gatos, Calif.) helped the team 
overcome a slow start to finish 
with a 12-13 overall record and 
a third-place finish in the NWC 
with an 11-5 conference record. 
Reynaud was named Second 
Team All-NWC.
VOLLEYBALL
SWIMMING
FOOTBALL 
The Logger football senior 
class helped the team take a 
huge step towards contending 
for a conference title in the near 
future with a 4-5 overall record 
and a 3-4 conference record. 
The senior class was led by 
several Second Team All-NWC 
players in Max Mirande (Klam-
ath Falls, Ore.), Connor Savage 
(Bothell, Wash.), Kevin Miller 
(Seattle, Wash.) and Nasser Ab-
delrasul (Salem, Ore.) and also 
included four-year starting quar-
terback Braden Foley (Bothell, 
Wash.).
“My hope is that this last sea-
son and our senior class will be 
remembered as the pioneers of 
change in the program coming 
back to being successful and 
a very good football program,” 
linebacker Max Mirande said. 
Senior starters Miller, Peter 
Bell (Klamath Falls, Ore.), Matt 
Moore (Chino Hills, Calif.), Doug 
Owusu (Seattle, Wash.) and Jer-
emy Perkovich (Auburn, Wash.) 
will all be returning with an extra 
year of eligibility next year due 
to injuries.  
CONGRATULATIONS: The Trail would like to congratulate Max Mi-
rande, Connor Savage, Kevin Miller, Nasser Abdelrasul and all of the 
seniors on the football team on a great game.  
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BASKETBALL
The winter brought a historic 
season by the women’s bas-
ketball team, a fourth-place fin-
ish in the NWC Championships 
by both swimming teams and 
a fifth-place finish by the men’s 
basketball team.
Seniors Ashley Agcaoili 
(Kaneohe, Hawaii), Katy Ainslie 
(Redmond, Wash.), Amanda 
Forshay (Moraga, Calif.), Han-
nah Lekson (Gig Harbor, Wash.), 
Olivia Roberts (Eugene, Ore.) 
and Erin Stumbaugh (Loveland, 
Colo.) helped Logger women’s 
basketball gain national recog-
nition, being ranked as high as 
18th in the nation (d3Hoops.
com) with a 24-5 overall record 
and a 13-3 conference record.  
One of the great Puget Sound 
sporting moments of the year 
came after a victory in the first 
round of the conference tourna-
ment where a “whiteout” crowd 
stormed the court after a victory 
over Whitworth.  
The team made it into the 
NCAA Division III tournament 
where they were eliminated in 
the second round, falling to 
George Fox.  This senior class 
helped transform women’s bas-
ketball from a .500 team to a 
conference powerhouse.
“We set a goal for ourselves 
our first year to get to the na-
tional tournament, and we did 
it,” Forshay, the tenth all-time 
leading scorer in women’s bas-
ketball history, said. “To have 
the best season we’ve had in 
almost a decade with our senior 
class is a testimony to itself.”
While the men’s basketball 
team placed fifth in the NWC 
with a 7-9 conference record 
and 12-12 overall record, the 
team was only one game out of 
the four-team conference tour-
nament for an automatic bid in 
the NCAA Division III tourna-
ment.  
The five-man senior class was 
led by Third Team All-West Re-
gion and First Team All-NWC 
forward Nick Holden (Pasade-
na, Calif.) and Honorable Men-
tion All-NWC guard Erin Barber 
(Puyallup, Wash.).
WOMEN’S CREW 
The three women who make 
up the senior class of the wom-
en’s crew team include Carly 
Fox (Steamboat Springs, Colo.), 
Melissa Marlin (Midlothian, Ill.) 
and Leah Shamlian (Oakton, 
Va.).  These seniors helped lead 
the crew team to the inaugural 
NWC championship, a title that 
the team hopes will stay with 
only them for many years to 
come.
WOMEN’S AND MEN’S 
SWIMMING
The women’s swimming team 
finished with a 7-3 overall record 
and a 6-1 conference record in 
large part because of the senior 
class, made up of Lauren Ko-
chanowski (Salem, Ore.), Madi-
son Markel (Colorado Springs, 
Colo.), 
Michaela Metzler (Boulder, 
Colo.) and Melissa Norrish 
(Denver, Colo.).  Norrish was 
named First Team All-NWC in 
the 500 freestyle, 200 butterfly 
and 400 individual Medley.  She 
also got the team its only win 
the NWC Championships, win-
ning the 400 Individual Medley. 
In the 2013-2014 season, Nor-
rish was named the NWC Fe-
male Swimmer of the Year.
The three-man senior class 
of the men’s swimming team 
helped lead the Loggers to 
a 5-5 overall finish with a 4-3 
conference record. The senior 
class and team were led by 
Jared Fisk (Elko, Nev.), who 
was First Team All-NWC in the 
500 freestyle and was Second 
Team All-NWC in the 100 and 
200 butterfly.
BASEBALL
The baseball team finished one 
game shy of qualifying for the 
NWC conference tournament, 
where the winner gets an auto-
matic bid to the NCAA Division III 
World Series.  A five-man senior 
class that includes First Team 
All-NWC centerfielder Connor 
Savage (Bothell, Wash.)—who 
sits one hit shy of the all-time 
hits record—ace of the pitch-
ing staff Steven Wagar (Yakima, 
Wash.) and catcher Bobby Hos-
mer (Tucson, Ariz.)—who leads 
the NWC in batting average—
helped lead Logger baseball to 
one of its best seasons in years.
TRACK AND 
FIELD 
While there were many ex-
ceptional seniors for Loggers 
track and field, Joshua Seekatz 
(Philomath, Ore.) stands out the 
most.  This past weekend in the 
NWC track and field champion-
ships, Seekatz won the 3,000 
meter steeplechase. Seekatz 
also won the 3,000 meter stee-
plechase two weeks ago at an-
other meet.
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WOMEN’S LACROSSE FINISHES IN SECOND PLACE IN THE NWC 
Logger women’s lacrosse fell 
to the undefeated Pacific Uni-
versity 9-7 in the final game of 
their season.
The game against Pacific took 
place on Saturday, April 18 at 
Puget Sound’s Peyton Field 
and began by recognizing the 
team’s senior members. Seniors 
Caroline Cook (Orinda, Calif.), 
Reagan Guarriello (Orange, Ca-
lif.), Hailey Palmore (Tualatin, 
Ore.), Maddie Soukup (Ballard, 
Wash.), Lauren Stuck (Mount 
Airy, Md.) and Riley Weidle 
(Westlake Village, Calif.) were all 
honored for their dedication and 
commitment to the team. 
Once the game began, Pacific 
took an early lead in less than 
a minute, scoring a goal and 
bringing the score to 1-0. With 
12 minutes left in the first half 
Pacific brought the score up to 
4-0. 
However, the Loggers were 
still able to get on the board 
before the end of the half when 
Soukup scored a goal with ten 
minutes left. Sophomore Olivia 
Keene (Whitman, Md.) scored 
two consecutive goals and then 
assisted Soukup, allowing her to 
score one more goal before the 
half ended with a score of 6-4 
with Pacific in the lead. 
The second half started strong 
for the Loggers when first year 
Ella Frazer (St. Paul, Minn.) 
scored, bringing the game score 
to 6-5. Soukup then scored to 
tie the game 6-6. With 18 min-
utes left in the second half, 
sophomore Haley Schuster 
(Arvada, Colo.) scored, pulling 
Puget Sound in the lead 7-6. 
In the final 15 minutes of the 
game, Pacific scored three 
goals, bringing the score to 9-7. 
Puget Sound was unable to 
catch up and finished the game 
just two goals behind Pacific. 
Although the Logger lacrosse 
team as a whole didn’t win 
against Pacific, there were mul-
tiple successes for individual 
players. 
Keene and Palmore both 
earned titles of Northwest Con-
ference Lacrosse Student Ath-
lete of the Week for their perfor-
mance during the weekend of 
April 11-12 when the Loggers 
defeated both Linfield Univer-
sity and George Fox University. 
Keene was recognized for her 
offensive strength. She scored 
10 goals during the weekend 
games, contributing 13 points 
to the team. Keene made 45 
goals for the Loggers this sea-
son, contributing a total of 52 
points to the team.
Palmore was recognized for 
her defensive strength. Over 
the weekend games Palmore, 
a goalkeeper for the Loggers, 
had 14 saves. Palmore currently 
holds the highest save percent-
age in the Northwest Confer-
ence with 55.9 percent. 
Logger women’s lacrosse fin-
ishes their season winning five 
games, losing three and ranking 
second in the Northwest Con-
ference. 
It will be interesting to see how 
the team will build upon this 
year’s success in 2016.   
B y  M A D E L I N E 
             B R O O K S 
My favorite NFL team is the 
Oakland Raiders, but I would 
be a bad sports journalist if I re-
fused to believe they were a bad 
team.
In sports journalism, all writ-
ers will have their bias; however, 
it’s the job of the good sports 
journalist to create an opinion 
grounded in statistics. Not all 
opinions will be the same be-
cause statistics can be inter-
preted in many different ways.
This allows for a more educat-
ed discussion in which readers 
can follow and dispute the logic 
and facts that are demonstrat-
ed in an opinion. Arguments 
grounded in statistics prevents 
two ignorant fans from having a 
screaming match.
Here is an example of how sta-
tistics can enrich an argument. 
Quarterback Russell Wilson is a 
very good quarterback, but he is 
not a pocket passer. 
According to Sportingcharts.
com Russell Wilson in the 
2014 season had 3,475 pass-
ing yards. 1,960 of those yards 
came after the catch. That 
means 56 percent of his passing 
yardage came after the catch. 
That is the highest ratio out of 
all 33 quarterbacks listed on the 
website. The top quarterbacks, 
Andrew Luck, Peyton Manning 
and Tom Brady, had ratios un-
der 50 percent.
Arguments grounded in statis-
tics are not static. They are dy-
namic and can easily be expand-
ed on to increase our discourse 
on the subject. The above ar-
gument I presented could be 
expanded upon if the statistics 
on average time to throw, times 
scrambled out of the pocket 
divided by total dropbacks and 
roll-out rate were considered.
Adding statistics to an opinion 
can either strengthen a claim or 
weaken it, but it is beneficial to 
everyone because it makes the 
picture less hazy. If my opinion 
is proved wrong by statistics, I 
will happily change my opinion. 
Actually that is a lie, I really 
would be unhappy to change 
my opinion; however, I would 
still change my opinion. 
It is important to remember 
that statistics are not the end to 
the argument, but the means to 
an educated opinion. 
There will always be bias in 
sports because of fandom. Ac-
knowledging bias and being 
able to overcome these biases 
is what separates a good sports 
journalist from a bad sports 
journalist.  
These practices are not just 
exclusive to sports journalism 
and should be practiced across 
all sections of the media. This is 
what all journalist should strive 
to. Creating opinions based on 
facts will create an environment 
of open dialogue for readers 
that will expand the discourse of 
a subject instead of reinforcing 
fraught opinions that divide two 
groups of people.
OVERCOMING 
BIAS IN SPORTS 
MEDIA
It’s late April, so that means 
the NBA playoffs are back on 
and, for some, wrapping up the 
first round. In a year where the 
Western Conference has been 
heralded based on its depth, the 
Eastern Conference has some 
strong competitors, too, start-
ing with the Cleveland Cavaliers 
and the Atlanta Hawks, with the 
Washington Wizards and Chi-
cago Bulls waiting in the wings.
The Western Conference is led 
by the scorching-hot Golden 
State Warriors with MVP contes-
tant Steph Curry and a support-
ing cast including Klay Thomp-
son who sported a 44 percent 
rate from behind the arc. The 
Memphis Grizzlies and Los An-
geles Clippers can’t be forgot-
ten, as well as the Houston 
Rockets and defending champi-
ons, the San Antonio Spurs.
Some may note that the Okla-
homa City Thunder is not in-
cluded in the bunch, but that’s 
not the saddest news coming 
from the state of Washington. 
It was a disappointing season 
for the team stolen from Seattle 
that has consistently been un-
able to meet its expectations.
The results of the first round 
are wrapping up, with the War-
riors, Wizards and Cavaliers al-
ready sweeping their respective 
opponents of the New Orleans 
Pelicans, Toronto Raptors and 
Boston Celtics.
Some of the series games still 
on the docket are those be-
tween the Hawks, the first seed, 
and the Brooklyn Nets (2-1 
Hawks); the Grizzlies and the 
Portland Trail Blazers (3-0 Griz-
zlies); the Spurs and the Clip-
pers (2-2); the Rockets and the 
Dallas Mavericks (3-0 Rockets); 
the Bulls and the Milwaukee 
Bucks (3-1 Bulls).
Campus is buzzing and junior 
Ian Latimer offered his thoughts 
on what makes the playoffs so 
invigorating and engaging.
“The NBA playoffs are so ex-
citing because they are the 
epitome of good basketball. 
Every game is worth watching 
because you (AND the players) 
know that everything is on the 
line for these teams. Every kid 
that plays basketball in their life 
dreams about getting to play at 
that level. [It’s] crazy,” Latimer 
said. But who’s going to win?
“I’m biased—I’m a big War-
riors fan, having grown up in the 
Bay Area—so I have to give the 
nod to Golden State. Best de-
fense in the league, MVP perfor-
mances thus far in the playoffs 
from Steph Curry [and others]. I 
think all the pieces are there for 
them to go all the way this year. I 
certainly hope that they win, but 
I’m a little bit afraid of Chicago 
or Cleveland coming out of the 
East,” Latimer said.
Sophomore Rob Korbel thinks 
there should be some changes 
to the playoff structure. 
“[The playoffs are] way too 
long. I think if they made it so 
the top four or six teams from 
each division get in, it would be 
easier to stay focused on what’s 
happening. It seems like the 
NBA playoffs are almost like half 
a season added to the original 
season,” Korbel said.
It’s just the beginning of the 
playoffs, but the best has yet to 
come. I can’t wait. 
SHE SCORES!: Senior Ccaroline Cook slips one past the goalie. The womens Laccross team loses to 
Pacific but finishes in second place in the conference.  PHOTO COURTESY/LOGGER ATHLETICS 
B y  Z A L  R O B L E S 
NBA PLAYOFFS: 
GET YOUR HEAD 
IN THE GAME!
“
The NBA Playoffs are 
so exciting because they 
are the epitome of good 
basketball. 
—Ian Latimer 
“
The playoffs are way too 
long.
—Rob Korbel
B y  L U K I E  C R O W L E Y 
You’ve probably been serenad-
ed by a fl ute or a violin as you 
walked by the Music Building 
and thought to yourself how fun it 
would be to learn how to play an 
instrument. Or you may already 
play an instrument and want to 
be able to utilize the practice 
rooms in the Music Building be-
cause there are no other places 
on campus to play. 
Unfortunately, if you’re not a 
part of the School of Music, 
whether this means taking a mu-
sic class or being involved in one 
of the concert bands, then you 
don’t have access to any of the 
rehearsal rooms or instruments in 
the building.
Many people who already do 
play an instrument, including my-
self, may not be skilled enough 
to join a concert band, or simply 
may not want to. Yet this doesn’t 
mean that they should not be able 
to have access to instruments, 
music lessons, or practice spac-
es to use for fun. As tuition-pay-
ing members of the campus com-
munity, all students should have 
access to instrument rentals, mu-
sic lessons, and rehearsal spac-
es, whether they are involved in 
the School of Music or not.
There are many reasons why 
expanding access to the musi-
cal resources on campus would 
be benefi cial for students. Play-
ing musical instruments helps to 
relieve stress, exposes students 
to a whole new world of learning 
and talent beyond their academ-
ic studies and, put simply, is fun. 
Who knows, maybe if someone 
was given the chance to play a 
new instrument, they might even 
join a band or take a music class.
To be fair, any student can al-
ready take music lessons from 
the School of Music through 
its Community Music Program, 
which operates year-round. But 
hardly anyone is aware of this. 
I, for instance, am a second-
semester senior and I only just 
found out about these music les-
sons because I was specifi cally 
looking for them. 
This program should be publi-
cized for the entire campus com-
munity, and not be treated as if it 
were a secret. I’m sure that many 
more students would take music 
lessons if they knew this was a 
possibility.
But it’s not enough just to of-
fer music lessons—they should 
be made available for free or at a 
reduced price for every student. 
Other services that our school 
provides, such as use of the gym, 
the racquetball courts, and even 
tutoring appointments at the 
Center for Writing, Learning, and 
Teaching, are all free for students 
because the costs are built into 
our tuition, so why couldn’t mu-
sic lessons be the same? If tuition 
can’t cover all of the costs, surely 
it can cover some of them so that 
these lessons can be discounted.
Instrument and rehearsal room 
rentals, whether for an hour or 
two, or for a week, could also be 
made available to more experi-
enced musicians for the same 
reasons. Liability forms and key 
card access to equipment and 
rooms can alleviate concerns 
about damaged or stolen prop-
erty.
Many music students may have 
a problem with these propos-
als, arguing that there will not be 
enough rooms or space available 
for them to rehearse in, which is 
a valid concern. However, I be-
lieve this could easily be resolved 
by designating specifi c times that 
the general student body could 
utilize rehearsal rooms so that 
they don’t interfere with the mu-
sic students’ schedules.
Whether it intends to or not, 
the School of Music is limiting 
students’ opportunities on cam-
pus by not allowing everyone the 
chance to take music lessons, 
rent a rehearsal room, or even 
rent an instrument to play for fun. 
All of these resources should be 
made available for free, or at a 
discounted price, to all students, 
and these opportunities should 
not be a secret in the fi rst place. 
I say that the University should 
give every student the chance to 
play music.
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B y  M I C H A E L      
         G R E E N B L AT T
MUSIC LESSONS SHOULD BE MORE ACCESSIBLE
Letter to the Editor Letter to the Editor :
In Defense of a Special ElectionTo the editor of The Trail,
Since last appearing in The Trail at the end of last semester, ECO 
Club has been busily investigating and advocating for divestment 
from fossil fuels by the University of Puget Sound. Since we start-
ed this effort last September, the amount of CO2 in the atmosphere 
has risen by 1.5 parts per million (ppm), crossing the 400 ppm mark, 
putting us within 24 years of reaching the 450 ppm mark. At the 
450ppm mark, the chance of the temperature rising to over 2 de-
grees Celsius will increase to over 50%.* Knowledge of the climate’s 
worsening condition only strengthens the urgency with which we 
must engage the question of what we can do to cut carbon emis-
sions, not just as individuals, but as an institution.
We began this investigation with the belief that, as an institution 
that invests its endowment, the University of Puget Sound has the 
power to make a strong political statement denouncing the practic-
es of fossil fuel companies by divesting its financial and intellectual 
capital from those companies. Though the findings of our investiga-
tion during the past several months have made it clear to us that the 
complexity involved in achieving this goal is immense, we stand by 
our goals and our belief in the university’s power.
The university’s endowment is entrusted to the outsourced invest-
ment firm Perella Weinberg Partners (PWP), which hires a manager 
to choose the individual stocks and indexes in which the endow-
ment is invested. Of the endowment portfolio, 0.2% is invested in the 
Filthy 15 (top coal and mining companies) and 1.6% is in the Car-
bon Underground 200 (the companies with most fossil fuel reserves). 
Most significantly, 10.9%, which equates to $34,553,000, is invested 
in private hydrocarbon. While some of these numbers may seem low, 
we stand by our principle that the university should divest from coal 
and fossil fuels as a political statement.
Convincing the university to do so seems as nearly impossible as 
ever. The university’s decision to outsource its endowment funds to 
PWP leaves its trustees with little control over where those funds 
are invested, and the processes through which the trustees exercise 
what control they have are slow and opaque to students. Despite 
these challenges, we stand by our goals and wish to see the univer-
sity divest from, and commit to abstaining from future investments 
in, coal and fossil fuels.
In the last weeks of this semester and next fall, we hope to reach 
out to students and alumni to create a support network. If you wish 
to get involved or just show your support, please get in touch with 
us at eco@pugetsound.edu or https://www.facebook.com/Puget-
soundSRI.
Sincerely,
The Special subcommittee of E.C.O. on Socially Responsible In-
vestment
Sierra Cocoziello ‘15
Emma Casey ‘18
Sophia Salus-Kleiner ‘18
Giulia Alexander ‘18
Curtis Mraz ‘18
Chris Eichar ‘16
Emily Smaldone ‘17
Bobby Stewart ‘18
*Thanks to Professor Steven Neshyba for these statistics. 
Students should have the option to learn an instrument for free
There has been much speculation recently regarding the decision of the Associated Students of the 
University of Puget Sound Senate to announce a special election for the two senator-at-large positions 
most recently up for election. What I say here represents only my personal opinion, and I do not speak 
for anybody except myself, and I would extend an oﬀ er to any concerned students to come to me or 
anyone else in ASUPS in order to continue productive dialogue regarding this issue. What I say here in 
no way represents ASUPS or the Senate.
I am mostly concerned with how recent speculation has culminated into unfounded accusations, 
and a disregard for the violence faced by students of color and other marginalized students during 
the Spring 2015 General Election. I have been accused of conﬂ icts of interest, mostly from members 
of this university’s Greek community. I am not at all surprised I have attracted their criticism. This criti-
cism largely centers around the fact that I serve on Wetlands Magazine (although I would like to remind 
people that Lindsey Conrad, and not myself, is the Editor-in-Chief) and that I was Kyle Chong’s support 
person during his recent Honor Court hearing. I have since abstained from every vote pertaining to Kyle 
Chong undertaken by the present Elections Committee. I have violated no ethical obligation imposed 
on me and everything I have done on ASUPS has been, in my opinion, to maximize the possibilities of 
democratic representation in ASUPS. 
There were candidates who were disqualifi ed. There were candidates who were threatened online with 
violence. There were candidates who were found not responsible for charges of corruption for which 
other people were found responsible. Candidates who were disqualifi ed later had their disqualifi cations 
overturned. I don’t know what the Senate could have done, except what it did, which is announce a 
new special election, one that would be free of these irregularities. ASUPS exists in order to “produce 
a student voice through representation.” That representation can only happen through the democratic 
process of election. Where such elections are marked by inadequate application of existing guidelines, 
or under such guidelines as are determined by the Honor Court to be inappropriate, they cannot guar-
antee adequate representation of the student body. Moreover, the Senate can do anything not prohib-
ited by the Constitution or By-Laws: because the Constitution and By-Laws oﬀ er no guidance on what 
to do when a candidate, who won a plurality of ballots, who was disqualifi ed, and thus is not recognized 
as the victor, nothing we did would have been strictly acceptable. I do believe what we did is expressly 
permitted by the ASUPS Constitution, as expressed in a recent Governance Committee review of this 
issue. I believe, moreover, that we chose the best of the possible options. 
If the Senate had not called a special election, then in my opinion the Senate would have been violating 
the rights of every student who wrote in a candidate’s name when that candidate was not confi rmed as 
the victor of an election in which they won a plurality of ballots cast. In other words: for the Senate to not 
call a special election in this instance, in my opinion, violates the rights of any students who wrote in the 
name of a candidate who was later disqualifi ed. 
The Elections Committee, a minority of the Senate, should not be allowed to disqualify candidates 
from an election. The student body, and not the Elections Committee, should decide who has won an 
election, by casting ballots for them. The Elections Committee is nowhere given the power to disqualify 
a candidate. 
Finally, Senate asked the Chief Justice of the Honor court to tell us how to react to their decision that 
the disqualifi cation of a candidate in the general election was inappropriate. They did not tell us that we 
had to do anything. They also did not tell us that we had to do nothing. Therefore, the Senate deter-
mined that it was preferable to do something than to do nothing, in order to actualize the guarantee that 
ASUPS represent the student body through the democratic process of election. 
Regards, 
C.J. Queirolo, Senior Senator
On September 29, 2001, “Sat-
urday Night Live” recorded the 
fi rst episode of the 27th season 
of the show. The episode began 
with New York’s mayor at the time, 
Rudy Giuliani, delivering a heartfelt 
speech about the 9/11 attacks on 
New York just a couple weeks ear-
lier. After a tribute to the lives lost, 
“Saturday Night Live” producer 
Lorne Michaels joined the mayor 
on stage asking, in light of recent 
events, “Can we be funny?” May-
or Giuliani responded with “Why 
start now?” followed by the fa-
mous words uttered by many be-
fore and many to come, “Live from 
New York, it’s Saturday Night!” 
I was eight years old when I 
watched this episode, and, sub-
sequently, eight years old when I 
learned what I wanted to do with 
my life—write comedy. I’d learned 
at a young age that I was able to 
make people feel things from the 
things I’d created, and my favor-
ite thing to make people feel was 
better.
It’s a sweet thought and a touch-
ing anecdote—me wanting to be a 
comedian in order to administer a 
panacea for sadness. But that per-
ception of a comedian’s role in so-
ciety is harmful.
Comedy is not an equation. Dark-
ness divided by humor does not 
equal happiness. 
“There’s a very dark side to the 
minds of many comedians. Humor 
is often born of defense, wit is often 
born of anger. For some, the mind 
is in a constant state of restless-
ness; ceaselessly racing and rare-
ly fi nding peace. Like all other art 
forms, comedy is inspired in equal 
parts by joy and by pain. It’s so im-
portant that we imagine each other 
complexly, and never assume that 
the outward refl ects the inward.”
This post was written by my 
friend and fellow comedian, Ben 
Auxier, on Aug. 11 in response to 
the news of Robin Williams’ death.
At the time, I had been hired to 
write for a live sketch comedy show 
that Ben was producing in Kansas 
City. I was hired amidst one of my 
most serious bouts of depression 
and harmful thoughts. 
My counselor at the time quite lit-
erally told me, “I just can’t imagine 
you being funny. You have such a 
somber demeanor.” It wasn’t un-
til I did an impression of some-
one telling me I could get rid of 
my depression if I just prayed hard 
enough that she understood. And 
that was the issue—I was serious 
in my counselor’s offi  ce one hour a 
week and attempting to be funny 
everywhere else.
With the cast of comedians for 
the show in Kansas City, I learned 
that comedy is nearly perpetual-
ly suspended in a dichotomy be-
tween darkness and light. As such, 
many comedians have diffi  culty 
garnering support for their well-be-
ing. 
As comedians, we learned young 
that we could use humor to allevi-
ate tension and create a facade for 
unpleasant emotions. The people 
around us don’t understand how 
to respond when we deviate from 
our joking demeanor, which often 
forces us to operate in this joking 
public face on a near-constant ba-
sis. This can lead to a very danger-
ous mental place for comedians.
This fi ts into a broader conversa-
tion urging for the de-stigmatiza-
tion of mental health issues, which 
is the precise reason I write this 
piece.
I typically write for the Com-
bat Zone with the pseudonym Mi-
chelle Loserby, a name that I have 
re-appropriated from my elemen-
tary school bully. But I write this 
piece as Michelle Leatherby: hon-
ors student with a learning disabil-
ity, comedian with depression and 
anxiety and terrible dancer with an 
excellent sense of rhythm. 
We can better understand the 
minds of others if we fi rst look at 
the polarizing labels that attempt 
to confound our own identities. Do 
your world a favor and hug a co-
median today.
Once again, Senate is holding a 
special election to recover from the 
errors of a previous election. I tried 
to explain to them why correcting a 
wrong with another wrong is just….
wrong. But today the elections went 
live and candidates can start apply-
ing for the two Senator-at-large po-
sitions that are open (but not really). 
At Senate Open Forum on Thursday 
4/23, I spoke:
“Friends, Faculty, Staff , and Sena-
tors of the Associated Students of 
the University of Puget Sound,
Please allow me to introduce my-
self before I get started - my name 
is Ryan Del Rosario. I am a member 
of the Class of 2015 ( I hope to be 
walking soon with a degree in Busi-
ness and Economics!). Being in-
volved on campus is something I’ve 
always prided myself on - I’ve was 
student representative on the Facul-
ty Senate Student Life Committee, I 
was a residence hall representative 
my freshman year, a two-year Res-
idence Life staff  member and this 
last year I was the President of my 
fraternity, Beta Theta Pi. A highlight 
of my time here at UPS was speak-
ing at the National Race & Pedago-
gy Conference where I was so lucky 
enough to speak on soul/funk mu-
sic, civil rights, the importance of 
black issues today and how we as 
educated college students can help 
stress this importance in ways more 
relatable than lengthy papers.
I come to Senate tonight incredibly 
disappointed, frustrated and most 
importantly ready to leave this place. 
It seems like sometimes I no longer 
feel at home. Now, I stress that feel-
ing home here at UPS has been an 
incredible privilege. To often we as 
students do we forget the transpho-
bic housing policies or the long his-
tory of racist, ableist, and heterosex-
ist policies we have operated under 
for over 125 year - not to mention on 
Native land.
But for too long has this Senate 
failed to represent me. To be more 
specifi c and relevant to today’s con-
versation - WHY IS THE SENATE 
RE-DOING ELECTIONS FOR THE 
SECOND TIME THIS YEAR. Even 
if we ignore the mishandlings of the 
elections from Fall semester, I do 
not understand why ASUPS Sen-
ate is holding a special election for 
two Senator-At-Large positions al-
ready fi lled by Senators Beatrix Ev-
ans and Gwen Bartholomay. As if 
the actual election was not conten-
tious enough thanks to former Sen-
ator, Kyle Chong - now we are wast-
ing time, energy, and I’m am sure 
money on a second election that for 
1) does not need to happen and 2) 
is outside of the governing power of 
the ASUPS Senate. Of course the 
economist inside me reminds us of 
the opportunities we miss out on by 
needlessly wasting our resources on 
an election that is unnecessary and 
most importantly a disgusting abuse 
of power.”  
Of course such an unsubstantiat-
ed claim would surely be dismissed! 
Allow me to provide my proof!
It is true that Senate - specifi -
cally the Senate Elections Com-
mittee may hold special elections. 
This power is given to them in the 
ASUPS Constitution,
ASUPS Constitution Article VI 
(Elections) Section 1
iii): “Special elections, if necessary, 
conducted under the guidelines
outlined in the By Laws.”
Good, we like our government to 
be able to run. Here is a look at the 
ASUPS Bylaws concerning elec-
tions:
ASUPS Bylaws Article IV (Commit-
tees) Section IV (Elections)
E) 12. After an election, the ASUPS 
Honor Court is empowered, and is 
the only body empowered, to invali-
date a candidate’s election after re-
ceiving a complaint or after being re-
quested to do so by the Elections 
Committee and after due process. 
These invalidation proceedings 
must be commenced within three 
weeks after the election in question.
It seems that ASUPS Honor Court 
- ASUPS’ judicial body - is empow-
ered and is the only body empow-
ered, to invalidate a candidate’s 
election. So it seems that ASUPS’ 
judiciary is the only power that can 
invalidate Senator Evans and Sen-
ator Bartholomay’s election - and 
only under complaint! Which has not 
happened according to any minutes 
of the Senate!
So perhaps Honor Court gave the 
Senate the O.K. on a special elec-
tion? We do know that that dur-
ing the formal Spring 2015 Election 
that former Senator and candidate, 
Kyle Chong, broke elections guide-
lines leading to the removal of his 
name from the ballot. Further, Kyle 
Chong’s continued actions during 
the elections process lead to his 
complete removal from the election. 
This happened.
We also know, that Kyle Chong - 
with the help of newly elected Sen-
ator, CJ Queirolo - took Elections 
Committee to Honor Court arguing 
that his elections invalidation was 
not constitutional. In the ruling from 
Honor Court, it was found that Kyle 
Chong’s invalidation was in fact out-
side of the power of ASUPS Election 
Committee. It however did not clear 
Chong of his actions - merely stating 
the punishment did not fi t the crime. 
Honor Court however was silent on 
the actions to be taken by Elections 
Committee. Honor court did not in-
validate the election of Senator Ev-
ans or Senator Bartholomay.
This left Senate in an interest-
ing predicament. On one hand, the 
election they just held was mishan-
dled, but Honor Court did not pro-
vide Senate with a vacancy to hold 
another election. So what the hell 
is going on? Here is where it gets 
tricky.
Senate has taken it upon them-
selves to do a new election - one 
that is democratic and fair for all 
those participating. This absolutely 
unfair to the two Senators already in 
place isn’t it? They also didn’t vio-
late any elections rules and Honor 
Court didn’t kick them to the streets. 
But on the other hand Kyle Chong 
was unfairly removed from the elec-
tion. Regardless of the outcome 
there is something much larger at 
stake here. Let’s consider how law 
works and what this could mean for 
ASUPS.
In this country and in this school, 
law works on a system of prece-
dents. Giving ASUPS Senate the 
power to hold special election with-
out the explicit direction of Honor 
Court means that Senate can bully 
any Senator out of the Senate. And 
I’m not even talking malfeasance. I 
mean straight up if a majority of sen-
ators wanted to, a special election 
could be held to replace senators. 
Not only is this a huge misuse of 
power, but this is a direct challenge 
to the systems of checks and bal-
ances that exist to prevent this type 
of power use.
So how are they justifying this 
election?
There has been no initiative, ref-
erendum, or recall. This throws out 
everything from the Constitution un-
der Article VII. The two Senators-
at-large have not had their term re-
quirements waived under section 8 
of Article VI (Elections) No provision 
of the Bylaw was suspended under 
Article VI Section 4 of the Bylaws. 
There are no vacancies as detailed 
in the Constitution Article X (Vacan-
cies) which would allow for a special 
election under subsection iii.  Senate 
did not rescind anything under Arti-
cle IV Section II (though I am pretty 
sure that power has more to do with 
ASUPS Exec - it is unclear).
In my plea to Senate during Open 
Forum on 4/23 one senator relied 
heavily on:
Constitution Article IV (Legisla-
ture) Section 7
“Any measure not in confl ict with 
the Constitution or Bylaws may be 
initiated by
any member of the ASUPS Senate 
and shall require a majority vote for 
approval” 
This is a strong power given to the 
Senate indeed but it immediately 
falls short of the power needed to 
hold the election. Why? A special 
election to fi ll vacated spots is well 
within their power. A special elec-
tion to replace two senators is well 
outside the bounds of Senate pow-
er. The fact of the matter is, honor 
court was silent and silence is not a 
signal for action.
Constitution Article V (Judicial)
Section III
ii) [The Honor Court shall] [h]ave fi -
nal authority for interpreting the con-
stitutionality of the ASUPS docu-
ments
Whether they like it or not the si-
lence of the Honor Court can only 
be interpreted by none other than….
Honor Court. There is simply no part 
of what has happened here at the 
University of Puget Sound to justify 
the need for a special election.
I have heard from one member 
of ASUPS (whose position requires 
them to be at all Senate meetings 
- they may or may not be a sena-
tor) who said that some correspon-
dence has occurred by email with 
the faculty representative of Honor 
Court. I am not sure as to the weight 
of this correspondence since this is 
not clear to the public, but I can say 
with confi dence that if email is used 
to run this student government there 
are some serious issues at play con-
cerning transparency. Not to men-
tion the precedent set by running 
government over email.
So what then? Why is this hap-
pening? I honestly can say….I have 
no idea. Some things that I’ve no-
ticed and seem fi shy (fi shy of course 
by no means conclusive):
Kyle Chong was the candidate 
who requested the initial Honor 
Court hearing and was supported 
by student C.J. Queirolo in a sort of 
lawyer-esque fashion.
Simultaneously, C.J. was elected 
to a position on the ASUPS Senate.
On Senate, Senator Queirolo was 
placed on both Elections Committee 
and Governance Committee. Elec-
tions Committee is tasked with orga-
nizing and holding all elections while 
Governance Committee whose task 
is to Serve as a fi rst level evaluator of 
ASUPS documents, policy and pro-
cedure, ensuring consistency, accu-
racy and legality. Governance Com-
mittee does indeed hold the power 
to “Evaluate and review the ASUPS 
Constitution, Bylaws and any oth-
er ancillary documents and pres-
ent recommendations to Senate.” 
However this does not mean to in-
terpret ASUPS documents. It is true 
that Senator Queirolo does not have 
a vote on governance concerning 
Elections Committee though the 
check on that power is unclear to 
the public.
In speaking with a number of cur-
rent ASUPS members anonymously 
I have heard some feedback.
“There is no explicit reason and 
there is no check against Senate’s 
power. This is a terrible precedent 
that’s been set.”
“[Power] was not given to us [to 
hold the election]”
Yet no sitting Senator voted 
against or abstained from a vote in 
favor of the Special Elections time-
line. Not any of the anonymous sen-
ators mentioned above or the sen-
ators whose positions are at stake 
(and who may or may not be the 
same senators giving anonymous 
statements). I would love to tell you 
the results of the actual vote on the 
occurrence of the election, but again 
ASUPS Constitution and Bylaws the 
minutes from that meeting are long 
overdue and have not been posted.
WHY IS NOBODY SPEAKING 
UP?!
Again it’s fi shy. I couldn’t tell you 
why. Maybe like me they are giving 
up on this school. Maybe it’s be-
cause two of our sitting senators are 
top editors for the two most read 
publications on campus - the Trail 
and Wetlands. Nothing in the trail 
from last Friday (4/24) brings into 
mention anything I just wrote about. 
Fishy indeed.
I am weary over this topic. My ap-
pearance at Open Forum did not go 
as anticipated but still I had hoped 
that….ANYONE would side with 
me. Again, I’ve spoken to Senators 
privately and they totally agree. But 
when the vote is being cast nobody 
- no senators and none of the new 
exec are willing to fi ght for it. It just 
does not make sense - Senate has 
no powers given to them to hold this 
election and honor court was silent. 
Now if there was some other pro-
ceeding that has occurred that has 
not been made public that is an is-
sue within itself. But as it stands this 
election is fraudulent.
As I grow closer and closer to 
graduation - Puget Sound it is in 
your hands. Do not let ASUPS 
Senate fail this campus. I would of 
course tell you to look up recent 
senate minutes and have discus-
sions with your ASUPS Senator but 
the last two weeks of minutes have 
not been published (last minutes 
published from 4/2) and the ASUPS 
page does not have an updated 
list of your current senators. What 
can you do? Take ‘em all to Honor 
Court. Go to Open Forum. What-
ever you can do, you should. This 
is not about having a fair election 
to have more UPS Students feel at 
home on campus as candidate Kyle 
Chong claims - it is about not allow-
ing ASUPS Senate to misuse their 
power and bully campus.
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The Puget Sound language re-quirement is something that is exciting for some and dread-ed by others. Some students choose a course that will be 
useful for future work or travel, but others 
want to take a language course on a whim 
for a fun, new experience. For the folks 
who fall into the latter category (or those 
who plan to travel or live in Thailand in the 
future), there is a unique new opportunity: 
Thai!
“I’m expecting this class to be a lot of 
hard work and probably pretty frustrating, 
but I’d be willing to bet it will be incredibly 
rewarding and hopefully fun,” sophomore 
Anna Dunlap said. “I heard about the Thai 
course from Professor Kontogeorgopou-
los, and he suggested that I should take 
it to fill the extra time in my schedule next 
year.”
Thai 101: Elementary Thai is being taught 
by Panarat Imig in fall 2015 on Monday 
and Wednesday evenings from 6:00-8:00 
pm. This class counts towards the foreign 
language requirement or Asian Studies 
emphasis. Thai 102 is tentatively sched-
uled for Spring 2016. The offering of this 
course is the result of a $400,000 grant 
through the Henry Luce Foundation, and 
any student interested can take this lan-
guage course. 
“I think the course will have broad appeal, 
and I hope it will bring in students who 
have an interest in Thailand or Southeast 
Asia—a desire to go there during or after 
college—and perhaps haven’t been drawn 
to Asian Studies before,” Puget Sound 
Professor Gareth Barkin said. “Some stu-
dents may just want to try something dif-
ferent, that they didn’t think they’d be able 
to do at Puget Sound, while others may 
be set on participating in the field course 
next spring.” 
The field course Barkin refers to is IPE 
333: Political Economy of Southeast Asia, 
with Professor Nick Kontogeorgopoulos. 
This course already exists within the Puget 
Sound curriculum, but in spring 2016 it will 
have an added bonus—a trip to Thailand 
at the end of the semester. The course it-
self focuses on political, social and eco-
nomic change in this region of the world, 
and it will be helpful for some of those 
students to know some basic Thai before 
traveling there. 
Dunlap is in a unique situation. Having 
previously taken the IPE of Southeast Asia 
course, she simply wants to learn Thai 
for her future. Dunlap lived in Thailand for 
two months before her first year at Puget 
Sound, and hopes that when she goes 
back one day she will be able to speak the 
language.
“Having a Southeast Asian language like 
Thai taught at a smaller liberal arts insti-
tution like ours is a rare and exciting op-
portunity to engage with that part of the 
world on a deeper level,” Barkin said. Bar-
kin played a substantial role in making the 
course a reality, helping write the grant, 
design the program and leading the pilot 
course-trip last year. As for the success of 
these language courses? He said that stu-
dents showed great interest. 
“I knew there was student interest in less-
common languages,” Barkin said. “Early 
enrollment seems to have supported that 
belief... We hope to offer Indonesian and 
Malay (which are very similar languages) in 
future years.”
First-year student Emma Casey took a 
gap year, during which she did volunteer 
work in Thailand.
“This work had a pretty large impact on 
my life, so I’m always keeping my ears 
open for any opportunities similar to it,” 
Casey said. This has led her to wanting to 
take Professor Kontogeorgopoulos’ spring 
2016 course.
“When I was last in Thailand I spoke very 
little Thai, and though I was more than able 
to get around independently with English, 
I have learned that a little conversation in a 
native tongue can go a long way in terms 
of building relationships and respect while 
traveling,” Casey said. “Having the oppor-
tunity to better learn the language native 
to so many people I met last year, and 
potentially return and thank them in said 
language, is a really wonderful opportunity 
for me.”
The grant through the Henry Luce Foun-
dation has been designed to increase the 
academic focus on Southeast Asia as well 
as the environment. In addition to the in-
troductory Thai course being offered in the 
fall, the grant has also provided funds for 
the trip to Thailand in the spring of 2016 
through Kontogeorgopoulos’ course, IPE 
333. This area of the world has, in the 
past, rarely been focused upon in the aca-
demic sphere, but Puget Sound is seeking 
to change that.
“Southeast Asia is an extremely impor-
tant region of the world, but is rarely stud-
ied in American universities.  Having the 
opportunity to offer SE Asian languages 
and travel to SE Asia with faculty distin-
guishes us from our peers and enhances 
what we are already doing in Asian Studies 
here,” Kontogeorgopoulos said.
In its mission to provide excellent and 
unique education to its students, the Luce 
Grant will offer Puget Sound faculty the 
ability to deliver a distinctive perspective 
on global political, economic and social is-
sues.
“As the countries in Southeast Asia con-
tinue to grow, they will start to draw more 
and more attention on the world stage ec-
onomically, politically and socially,” junior 
Justin Gilmour said. Gilmour is planning 
to take the Thai 101 course in the fall of 
2015.
As Gilmour sug-
gests, this 
r e g i o n 
of the 
world 
w i l l 
only become increas-
ingly important in the 
coming years from a 
political, economic and 
social perspective. These 
new course offerings will 
better prepare Puget 
Sound students for future 
work they might do in 
this area, and will provide 
them a more rounded 
and holistic conception 
of Southeast Asian soci-
eties. 
By ROSA BRANDT & 
         EMILY ZAHNLE-HOSTETLER
Recently, a caravan—Caravan43—of relatives and friends of the 43 miss-ing Mexican students came to Seattle, where they told their story and spread the word about their cause.  Many of us 
have heard little pieces about it here and there on 
the news and through social media.  
Yet how much do we really know about the infa-
mous night of Sept. 26, when the students, pos-
sibly at the hands of crooked police in leagues with 
drug cartels, went missing.  As the family members 
of the victims attempt to put the pieces together, 
sometimes it feels as if the only thing we can do is 
listen to their story and spread the word. 
According to official reports, the incident started 
when the students from a teacher’s college were on 
a bus to the city of Iguala in the province of Guer-
rero, Mexico where they planned to stage a protest 
at a conference held by the mayor’s wife.  However, 
on their way to the town, a clash between the local 
police and the students presum-
ably ensued.  
The details of the confrontation were unclear, but 
it is assumed that once placed into custody, the 
students were handed over to the local Guerreros 
Unidos (“United Warriors”), a drug gang, where they 
were then murdered. Conspiracy theories about 
the mayor and his wife having planned the murders 
have arisen.  
The incident would have a huge impact on Mex-
ico. It caused the resignation and arrest of the 
governor of Iguala, Jose Luis Abarca, and became 
the biggest political scandal that President Enrique 
Peña Nieto faced while in office. 
Despite efforts by the administration of Mexican 
president Enrique Peña Nieto to bring closure to the 
incident, protests have continued all across Mexico 
and across the world ever since that fateful mo-
ment.  
Caravan43 has recently traveled to different cities 
throughout the United States to spread their story. 
They plan to reach 40 U.S. cities within the next four 
weeks and end up in New York, where they intend 
to visit United Nations.  
“There is no proof that they are dead,” Blanca Luz 
Nava Velez, whose youngest son was one of the 
students to go missing, said. “They have them, I 
don’t know where but they have them.”
This Monday, Nava and four other of the victims’ 
family members went to San Diego County for three 
days as part of Caravan43 in order to continue tell-
ing their story. The caravans have been supported 
by grassroots organizations.
“The first thing that we want is to give the parents 
the opportunity to express themselves, how they 
perceive the situation in Mexico,” Enrique Davalos, 
a San Diego City College professor who helped to 
host the group, said.  
Among the caravan was Estanislao Mendoza 
Chocolate, whose 19-year-old son was one of the 
victims.  Mendoza, however, believes his son is still 
alive. “We are going to continue fighting until we find 
them,” Mendoza said.  
Although the Mexican government has stuck to 
their claim that the students had been killed in po-
lice custody, there is some contrary evidence.  Of-
ficials have only been able to identify the remains of 
one of the victims, which have created much doubt 
as to the validity of the officials’ claim.  
The caravan currently in the U.S. is shedding light 
on this lack of evidence and its implications.  Ac-
cording to Arcela Nuñez-Alvarez, a professor at 
CSU San Marcos, the caravan aims to reach out 
mainly to human rights activists and most crucially 
Latino people in the 
U.S.  
“They’re try-
ing to share 
their experi-
ence for those of us who can relate and 
continue to keep the issue alive,” Alvarez said.  
Spreading awareness of the issue as far as possi-
ble and to as large an audience as possible is sup-
portive towards helping their cause, and is perhaps 
one of the most helpful things we can do as allies.This week marks the end of the Senior Theatre Festival, a four-week-long festival consisting of entirely student-pro-
duced plays, throughout which 
we have seen productions of 
Looking for Normal, Who’s Afraid 
of Virginia Woolf and Hamlet, with 
Macbeth acting as the closing 
show. The festival serves as the 
thesis for theater majors at the 
University of Puget Sound, and 
invites the campus-wide commu-
nity to engage in a collaborative 
production process. 
The summer before their senior 
year, theater majors are asked 
to search for plays that they find 
inspiring, pertinent or otherwise 
significant. They then bring these 
plays to their thesis class, where 
the class of seniors must debate 
and decide together which four 
shows will be produced, and 
what roles each of the seniors will 
play in them. This process often 
proves to be a difficult one, as 
trying to satisfy each member of 
the community is a challenge. 
“It is nearly impossible to get 
every student to agree on plays, 
roles and design positions—yet, 
every year we are able to pro-
duce a coherent and cooperative 
festival,” Assistant Professor of 
Theatre Arts Jess Smith said.
Because STF is treated with an 
air of professionalism, it opens 
doors for senior theater majors to 
experience an authentic produc-
tion process. The goal of STF is 
to provide these students with 
applicable skills for their future 
careers in the theater industry. 
“There are four words that we 
as the department want our stu-
dent to embody: engaged, in-
formed, imaginative and collab-
orative,” Smith said. “STF allows 
our students to experience these 
in a really intense way.”
One of the aspects of STF that 
sets its experiences apart from 
other student theater on campus 
is the opportunities that it gives 
students to produce more pro-
fessional-quality shows.
“Because we have a budget, 
we can produce plays that you 
need to pay royalties for, like Vir-
ginia Woolf,” senior theatre major 
Shelby Isham said. “I’ve been in-
volved with a lot of student the-
ater through Bare Bones… build-
ing theatre from the ground up is 
just a different experience.”
When asked about real-world 
skills learned through STF, Isham 
hit what Smith identified as one 
of the four key values of the The-
atre Department—collaboration. 
“If you are a bad collaborator, 
then no one is going to want to 
work with you. Everyone on STF 
may not be the best of friends, 
but we learn to work together 
to produce these shows,” Isham 
said.
Collaboration is a vital skill re-
quired in professional theatre, 
and the STF process is an exer-
cise in teamwork. STF not only 
provides seniors with the tools 
and experiences needed to thrive 
in a theater community, but it 
opens doors for underclassmen 
as well.
“I’m not really a dramatic ac-
tor, so I had trouble at first [in 
Macbeth], but the other cast 
members I’ve worked with, the 
directors—everybody involved 
has been really supportive and 
encouraging,” first-year theater 
major Allie Lawrence said. “I’m 
really looking forward to many 
STFs to come.”
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“
They’re trying to 
share their experi-
ence for those of us 
who can relate and 
continue to keep the 
issue alive.
—Arcela Nuñez-Alvarez
Looking back at 
the Senior 
Theater Festival
#1.  That the United States 
government has to stop send-
ing aid in the forms of ammu-
nition and military hardware. 
This is because most of  this 
aid is in large part responsible 
for the thousands of deaths 
and massive human rights 
violations in Mexico.
Demands of the Caravan
By JACQUIE HARRO
43 Mexican students 
killed:  Activism on campus 
and abroad
By CLAIRE MEYER
#2.  That the United States 
applies international pressure 
to the Mexican government 
that they return the remaining 
42 kidnapped students alive.
It’s taboo and unconven-tional. There are more than enough jokes about it, and even more fears concern-
ing it. Many people discuss it, 
but far fewer ever actually take 
the plunge to do it. With all this 
hype and hysteria concerning 
it, how do we actually go about 
engaging in anal sex?
Firstly, we have to get to the 
most obvious trepidation that 
people have concerning anal 
play, which is that the anus is 
where poop comes out. While 
this connection between anal 
play and defecation is admit-
tedly a source of stress and 
fear, this is no reason to give up 
on butt sex. 
Like all parts of the human 
body, the anus is messy and 
sometimes does things that 
some might consider unsexy. 
But the penis is a source of 
urine, just as the vagina is the 
source of menstrual fluids. Why 
should the anus be considered 
so much worse?
Moreover, the external anal 
sphincter is one of the most 
sensitive spots on the human 
body. Stimulation of the sphinc-
ter can stimulate the surround-
ing genital area in completely 
new ways, leading to sensa-
tions and orgasms unlike those 
achieved without anal play. 
With some preparation and pa-
tience, anal sex can be a new 
and extremely enjoyable expe-
rience for everyone involved.
Below are a few pointers 
about getting ready:
Be comfortable:
 If either the giver or the re-
ceiver of anal stimulation is un-
comfortable with the act, this 
anxiety and stress will translate 
into tension for both partners; 
tension is the biggest enemy of 
anal pleasure. A tense giver will 
likely rush into anal play and be 
too quick and awkward, lead-
ing to overstimulation or pain 
for the receiver. 
A tense receiver will resist the 
giver (consciously or uncon-
sciously) and will tighten their 
sphincter, resulting in pain as 
the muscle is forced open by 
the giver. In order for everyone 
to enjoy themselves, everyone 
has to be willing and ready!
Be clean: 
While harsh chemicals, dis-
infectants or cleansers should 
never be used on the anus, be-
ing sure to empty one’s bowels 
well before the act occurs will 
lead to a cleaner and smooth-
er experience. Avoiding meats 
and increasing one’s liquid in-
take are both beneficial toward 
efficient poops that leave lit-
tle trace behind in the rectum. 
In case any messes do occur, 
however, it is wise to place a 
towel under the receiver. 
But feces leaves little trace 
in the rectum once it passes 
through, so harsh cleansing and 
excessive cleanup shouldn’t be 
necessary.
Be patient: 
The anus is ultimately sup-
posed to be a one-way exit for 
feces as it leaves the digestive 
tract, so when something is try-
ing to enter it, the body’s nat-
ural reaction will be to resist. 
It will therefore take both will-
power and time for the receiv-
er to relax their sphincter open 
and allow the giver inside. It’s a 
marathon, not a sprint, so don’t 
hurry! 
Move into the anus slowly, and 
should pain occur, stop and 
consider exiting the anus slow-
ly rather than doing so sudden-
ly. Allowing time for the giver to 
be eased in is always the safest 
and least painful route.
Be safe: 
Extreme use of lubrication will 
lead to both a smoother entry 
and decreased pain for the re-
ceiver, preventing any sort of 
bruising or bleeding that might 
otherwise occur. Condoms 
should always be used to pre-
vent the spread of infection and 
should be changed if those in-
volved are beginning a sexual 
activity other than anal play. 
Keep in mind that the ecosys-
tems of the anus and the gen-
itals are different and that ex-
changing bacteria from one 
to the other can lead to some 
unpleasant health problems. 
Washing thoroughly after anal 
play will prevent infections and 
ensure that the experience 
doesn’t lead to health prob-
lems.
B y  G R E G O R Y    
            G R O PA G E
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The Happy Trail is The Trail’s weekly sex column that seeks to inform the community on issues related to sexuality and gender by addressing these topics in an education-based way. 
Our mission is to make the campus a safer place by normalizing and demystifying topics like safer sex practices, sexualities, kinks and polyamory, while shedding light on topics like trans 
rights, sexual and domestic violence, gender inequalities and intersectionality. Happy Trail correspondents are not medical professionals; if you have a medical concern contact CHWS 
or a local clinic. Otherwise, direct your sexuality and gender questions to trailheyyou@pugetsound.edu. Respond to Happy Trail articles in the form of a letter to the editor sent to trail@
pugetsound.edu.
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ANAL SEX: 
DEMYSTFYING THE DEED
“
W i t h  s o m e  p re p -
a r a t i o n  a n d  p a -
t i e n c e ,  a n a l  s e x 
c a n  b e  a  n e w  a n d 
e x t re m e l y  e n j o y -
a b l e  e x p e r i e n c e 
f o r  e v e r y o n e  i n -
v o l v e d .
“
Like all parts of 
the human body, 
the anus is messy 
and sometimes 
does things that 
some might consid-
er unsexy.
PHOTO COURTESY/JANINE POHL/WIKIMEDIA COMMONS
The Happy Trail seeks to tackle the taboo in this school year’s final issue. For 
many, anal sex is part of an already vibrant, safe and active sex life. For others, 
anal play is a new frontier in their sexual repertoire. If you’re curious as to how this 
anal sexual intercourse can be performed safely and comfortably, read on.
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Pop in to CES this summer for career advising and a popsicle!
Is your job or internship search heating up? CES can help you keep your cool. We’re open through-
out the summer, with occasional exceptions for holidays or staff training. Drop-in hours are not in 
effect, but you can call 253.879.3161 or pop in to schedule an appointment and chill out with a pop-
sicle, compliments of CES.
MEF ASSOCIATES
Research Assistants (LJ# 23992) sup-
port projects dealing with employment 
& training, early childhood education, 
disability, welfare, food assistance, 
THE BEAR SCHOOL
Redmond, WA school has an array of opportunities 
recent grads could qualify for, from Attendance Co-
ordinator (LJ# 25562) to Humanities (LJ# 25014) or 
Latin Teachers (LJ# 25227).
TACOMA PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Comfortable with machines, computers, and 
hard work? Bindery Assistants (LJ# 25561) 
cut, fold, staple, and of course, bind materi-
als for TPS. FT summer; PT during the school 
year.
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY INTERNATIONAL
Want to create lasting change for families? AmeriCorps 
members (LJ# 25144) serve at a local Habitat affiliate 
through a 10-12 month service opportunity.
WASHINGTON READING 
CORPS MEMBERS 
Help struggling students in elemen-
tary schools and early learning cen-
ters as an AmeriCorps member (LJ 
#23040) with WRCM.
ALTRIVA SOLUTIONS
Bellevue-based consulting firm seeks a summer 
Front End Developer Intern (LJ# 25506). Develop 
and customize user interfaces for applications 
and platforms. 
WANT TO SEE YOUR AD HERE?
It’s too late. The semester is over. 
Check back next year. But for now, check out these cute puppies.
ACCESS LOGGERJOBS (LJ) AND INTERNSHIPLINK (IL) FROM PUGETSOUND.EDU/CES
Opinions contained herein do not necessarily reﬂ ect the views of The Trail staﬀ , ASUPS, the University or its Board of Trustees. 
1. I don’t want to go to your 
girlfriend’s brother’s friend’s 
post-punk revival house show.
I mean I don’t even know what 
post-punk revival means, what 
makes you think I’m down for 
wasting my Friday in some din-
gy garage. Plus, Jessica is to-
tally cheating on you, dude.
2. I don’t know you well 
enough to listen to or care 
about your political views if I’ve 
only been talking to you for 
three minutes. 
Seriously, I’m not at this par-
ty to discuss the United States’ 
military budget. I really don’t 
care if you think conservatives 
are “killing this country,” I’m 
pretty sure they think the same 
thing about you. Please go 
away and let me drown my sor-
rows in this Mike’s Hard Lem-
onade.
3. Of course we didn’t look at 
the syllabus. Just let the class 
know if the test is tomorrow.
You’re probably right, I should 
be a better student, but please 
just tell me if I’m going to be up 
all night cramming. I just need-
ed this class to fulfi ll my art 
core, my actual interest in me-
dieval art history is limited.
4. I really don’t get Birken-
stocks, I’m sorry, I really tried.
If I had a dollar for every time 
I saw a vegan wearing Birken-
stocks, I’d be able to eradicate 
PETA. Just let me wear my Nike 
slip-on sandals in peace.
5. I get it, I’m a male W.A.S.P. 
As of late, I’m not in a popu-
lar demographic, but really I’m 
not the antichrist I promise. We 
aren’t all the same you know; 
I mean, I recycle, I donate old 
clothes to charity, I go to “diver-
sity” events, I try to be decent.
6. Why can’t I get ice if I’m not 
an athlete?
I promise I’m not selling it for a 
profi t or anything, my ACL just 
really hurts when I try to move. 
We’re a Division III school, for 
God’s sake, do the athletes 
really need the ice that much 
more than me?
7. Oh, and CHWS, you don’t 
need my money for every ap-
pointment.
If I had known you were just 
going to tell me to take an Advil, 
I wouldn’t have gone through 
all this trouble. Seriously, pub-
lic universities in California give 
free health care to students. I 
don’t know if you know this or 
not, but they are not the most 
fi nancially sound organizations. 
8. Don’t act surprised when 
I haven’t heard of your indie-
folk-alternative-rap group from 
Pittsburg, Colo.
I know you just wanted the 
satisfaction of naming an ob-
scure band. Plus, I didn’t even 
know Colorado had a Pittsburg. 
They have a festival for people 
like you. No, not Coachella… 
you probably think you’re above 
Coachella anyway. 
9. Stop telling me to check my 
privilege.
You know what? You should 
be lucky that you have the cog-
nitive capacity to even analyze 
how rich and white you are. 
Check your metacognitive priv-
ilege. I bet you’ve never heard 
that one before in your Gender 
Studies class.
10. I can’t even count the 
amount of times I’ve almost 
gotten hit by a longboarder.
My medical insurance went 
up by 25 percent because the 
company found out that I go to 
Puget Sound. I understand that 
you’re missing being able to 
cruise down the boardwalks of 
Southern California, but—wait, 
you’re from Minnesota? 
In the fall of 2014, fi ve third-
year college students decid-
ed to take the leap and move 
off  campus to experience a 
greater level of independence 
and freedom from authoritari-
an rule. Four months prior, they 
met with Brad, their friendly, 
soon-to-be landlord at a coff ee 
shop on 6th Ave. to discuss the 
terms and conditions of their liv-
ing in his property.
The fi ve friends were all wary 
of the landlord—as the legend 
goes, landlords are evil bul-
lies and simply seek to drain 
the tenants of every penny they 
have. There are supposed to 
be problems with the house 
that the landlord would not ac-
knowledge or address or simply 
write off  as something else en-
tirely, and they would inevitably 
be blamed for existing damages 
to the house.
Thus, they called their law-
yer parents, their lawyer uncle 
and their aunt, who’s a doctor 
in California and once rented a 
house to dabble in real estate 
for a while, to ask for tips to be 
prepared against this potential 
thief and trickster.
They read about renter’s in-
surance, about security and 
damages deposits and marijua-
na policies in rented premises. 
They read the Washington State 
renter’s guide and legislature 
dating back to the founding of 
the state—they were prepared 
to take on the monster whose 
house they desired to occupy. 
They wanted that indepen-
dence, to shirk the rule of RAs, 
smell fresh air rather than the 
hot, coff ee breath of Conduct 
offi  cers in their face and they 
wanted to put up tapestries 
with Christmas lights rather 
than sit in the cold, dark rooms 
of the Conduct offi  ce with a sin-
gle lamp creaking above them.
Yet, upon their meeting with 
Brad the Landlord, they were 
surprised to be welcomed with 
a warm handshake and an en-
dearing smile. He joked about 
school and homework and work 
and promised them a beautiful 
house with amenities on ameni-
ties on amenities.
So the lease agreement was 
signed by all, hands were shak-
en and celebratory coff ees 
were bought. The happy group 
of fi ve went on their way, back 
to their quiet dorm rooms with 
its matching furniture, happy 
as clams in the sea—so they 
thought.
Fortunately, they thought right. 
That fall in late August, the fi ve 
students, who had barely even 
seen the house, moved in with 
all their belongings. And the 
house, and I swear it to be so, 
was exactly how the slumlo—
nay, landlord, described it to 
be. There were no broken cabi-
nets, no old water heater with 
nasty ancient Tacoma plumbing 
that made the water taste a little 
funny and look a little like old, 
watery milk, and there was no 
unexpected hole in the ceiling 
that was supposedly caused 
by “fi reworks,” although it was 
clearly water damage, consis-
tent with that found throughout 
the rest of the house. No, it was 
well kept, almost as if someone 
cared about the property and 
the livelihoods of its tenants. 
The house was indeed immac-
ulate. 
One fateful day, however, di-
saster struck like a bolt of light-
ning on a sunny day. Brad had 
their fi replace inspected so it 
could be used on a freezing, 
Washington night for the cold, 
California-born residents. He 
did not hassle them or inconve-
nience them; rather, he planned 
everything himself, picked the 
most convenient time and paid 
for the entire procedure. 
Yet, the cleaner found that the 
fi replace could not be used—
the fl ue cover was misaligned! 
The residents panicked, for the 
days were getting colder and 
the nights longer, and they sim-
ply wanted a warm fi replace to 
sit by and sip hot cocoa while 
sharing stories about Christ-
mases past and spooky tales 
about ghosts and werewolves, 
vampires and things that make 
creaky noises in the night. 
Yet Brad was able to get the 
fl ue cover fi xed within the next 
two days, and by the cold-
est night of the year, the fi ve 
friends sat comfortably around 
a cozy, enlivening fi re, dream-
ing of nothing more than their 
current lives—because nothing 
could get better than that: liv-
ing in a college house under the 
auspice of a landlord who truly 
cared. 
That next May, two years after 
they had moved in, the group 
of fi ve were fi nally leaving their 
beloved house. Before the fi -
nal sofa was loaded into the 
U-Haul truck, destined for Se-
attle or San Francisco or some-
where great, the friends paused 
for a few minutes to reminisce 
on how the close living quar-
ters had actually brought them 
closer together rather than tear-
ing them apart bit by bit as their 
unique living styles clashed 
again and again. 
They locked arms and stared 
out at the great expanse of the 
house. The living room, the fam-
ily room, the cheap Ikea table 
they were leaving in the kitch-
en because one of the legs was 
a little wobbly and the fi replace 
fi lled only with ash and no lon-
ger the beautiful fi re that burned 
in their cold winters. 
“Ah,” the group said in unison. 
Slowly, they exited the house 
one by one, leaving their keys 
on the windowsill and picking 
up their already ready security 
deposits returned in full, as they 
departed into the great world 
beyond college. 
The Combat Zone is intended to be a satirical work. The views and opinions expressed by the Combat Zone do not necessarily reﬂ ect those of The Puget Sound 
Trail, ASUPS, concerned parties or the University of Puget Sound. Please submit compliments or complaints in the form of letters to the editor. 
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 BLACKMAILER
OFF-CAMPUS LANDLORD 
REPORTEDLY ‘SUPER CHILL’
By  CUROUS ME
PHOTO COURTESY/MATT SKLAR
TOP TEN THINGS AUTHOR HATES ABOUT SCHOOL 
AND STUDENTS AND PRETTY MUCH EVERYTHING
The following is the Universi-
ty of Puget Sound unpublished 
Trail article report from January 
2015 through May 2015.
This report is compiled by a 
single* writer. As a part of an ef-
fort to cultivate a campus en-
vironment in which a student’s 
issues are elucidated by equi-
table journalism, this writer has 
not asked for her editor’s con-
sent before compiling this list 
for publication. 
Fact-checking for this list was 
provided by the Microsoft Office 
for Windows 97 animated as-
sistant Clippy. 
1. Student Seeking Comput-
er Science Major to Create An-
imatronic Date for Fraternity 
Formal; Asks Date to be Pro-
grammed with Professional Golf 
Statistics
This article was not published 
because it’s “not news.” What-
ever.
2. Student Group Petitioning 
for New Activity Credit “Walking 
While Smoking”             
The writer for this article at-
tended the ASUPS meeting at 
which the student group was 
slotted to appeal, but no group 
members were in attendance. 
The writer later received an 
apology email from the group 
leader stating, “Sorry, I was on 
my way to the meeting but I left 
my lighter at home and gave 
up.”
3. Campus Housing to Cre-
ate New Requirement for Pro-
fessors to Live On Campus in 
Dorms Until Tenured 
Staff writers repeatedly tried 
to contact housing officials via 
email, but consistently received 
various out-of-office on a float 
trip auto-replies. One writer 
went into the housing office in 
an attempt to schedule an inter-
view and found a bowl of but-
terscotch candies with a post-it 
note reading “receptionist out of 
office: please don’t eat.”
4. Several Students Down-
loading Tinder in Hopes of 
Finding and Matching with At-
tractive, Enigmatic Diversions 
Barista 
The writer assigned to this 
article was distracted by the 
barista’s attractiveness and 
could not recall any information 
from the interview.
5. Tech Services to Literal-
ly Quarantine Laptops of Stu-
dents who Refuse to Download 
Anti-Virus Software 
Tech services quickly realized 
this course of action was illegal 
and withdrew the threat.
6. ASUPS Spends Entire 
Meeting Trying to Remember 
Words to Alma Mater, Forgets 
to Give Verdict on Proposed 
Senate Impeachment 
Is it “We love thee Alma Ma-
ter”, or “Hail to thee Alma Ma-
ter?” I think it might be both.
7. Debate Duo So Cute You 
Just Want to Squish Them, 
and They Also Keep Winning or 
Something 
An editor reminded writers 
that several articles about the 
debate team had already been 
written and suggested writing 
something different, perhaps 
about the S.U.B. or sustainabil-
ity.
The campaigning for the re-
cently announced special elec-
tions have been ongoing for the 
past week and reports have 
shown that any hint of a dis-
cussion about what to do with 
these elections has been about 
as well received as last week’s 
article about Greek Life (mean-
ing it’s a necessary conversa-
tion to have, but students are 
still allegedly “bitching” about 
it). 
Reports have been coming in 
that there have even been peo-
ple shouting at members of the 
Senate during their open forum 
held at meetings. However, stu-
dents can rest easy in knowing 
that there is at least some ben-
efit to having these elections 
again—insofar that students 
can collectively heave a sigh of 
relief that they will never have to 
actually serve on ASUPS them-
selves, because that shit just 
seems awful at this point, ac-
cording to some students. 
“I would hate to have to serve 
on Senate, especially if I had to 
go through elections twice to 
get there. One round of cam-
paigning sounds exhaust-
ing enough, but having to do 
it twice? It’s enough to drive 
someone insane. I would rath-
er spend hours being forced 
to read idiotic Yik Yak com-
ments, which, let’s be honest, 
are pretty much most of them, 
than have to go through one 
of these meetings. That’s how 
bad it seems to be for them 
from the outside. I’m just keep-
ing my fingers crossed that they 
don’t call us back from summer 
break to have us vote in another 
election. Based on how things 
have been going so far, though, 
I wouldn’t put it past them,” an 
anonymous student from Greek 
Life said before being escorted 
back to their cell of censorship. 
In fact, there have been re-
cent allegations that a contin-
gency plan has been hatched 
by ASUPS to possibly kidnap 
students from their individual 
residences to bring them back, 
should this election go awry. 
The plan allegedly came on 
the heels of the increased qual-
ity in S.U.B. food, during which 
tracking devices were insert-
ed into the various meals in or-
der to keep a tab on students, 
just in case. The plan was the 
brainchild of President Tonald 
G. Rhombus who honestly felt 
they had to take matters into 
their own hands to prevent a 
catastrophe from happening. 
“I couldn’t trust you students 
to run your own elections this 
time, so steps had to be taken. 
I realize that this could be con-
sidered an invasion of privacy, 
but I had no choice. The failure 
of the students to get through 
one cycle of elections without 
fucking it up made it a neces-
sary precaution to secretly trick 
students into ingesting tracking 
devices I am borrowing from my 
buddy who works in the NSA,” 
Rhombus said, as they sat be-
hind their computer with which 
they monitor the various loca-
tions students are going in case 
they need to act quickly. 
Rhombus continued by say-
ing, “I also have friends in the 
FBI who will be in charge of ex-
traction. The amounts of fa-
vors I had to call in on this one 
just to put this all in effect are 
mindboggling. I even had to 
call Obama and get a fleet of 
drones to fly across the country 
to make sure a student doesn’t 
find a way to dispose of their 
tracking devices. I’m just hop-
ing no one gets an MRI anytime 
soon, because that will mean 
the whole plan could go up in 
smoke.”
It is with this that the interview 
concluded—Rhombus said 
they wished students a good 
summer, but warned them not 
to get too comfortable be-
cause they will do “what’s nec-
essary” to ensure that the fu-
ture student representatives are 
properly chosen so that they 
can best continue to serve the 
school without anyone actually 
taking the time to learn what it 
is they are doing. 
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ASUPS ANNOUNCES PROBABLE LAST 
REDO OF AN ELECTION…. HOPEFULLY 
By HUTCH 
 THE GREAT
SPRING 2015 UNPUBLISHED ARTICLE REPORT
By MICHELLE LOSERBY
PHOTO COURTESY/GABE NEWMAN
*single meaning one person, but 
she is also not in a relationship and 
would like you to slide into her Twitter 
DMs @michelleloserby
In the past few weeks, gender 
and dress have made head-
lines all over social media and in 
various popular news sources. 
First, there was a photograph 
of Jaden Smith wearing a dress. 
The controversially outspoken 
young man was seen donning 
a dress in public—something 
that pop culture websites and 
magazines had a frenzy over. 
Last week, a Daily News head-
line read: “WORLD EXCLUSIVE 
PHOTOS: Bruce Jenner seen 
wearing striped dress outside 
Malibu home.” The former Olym-
pian-turned-Kardashian-ex-
husband was wearing a black 
and white striped maxi dress in 
the privacy of his own space, or 
so he thought (note: Jenner re-
quested that male pronouns still 
be used for the time being).
I doubt I’m the only one who 
fi nds these headlines extremely 
disturbing and highly problem-
atic. First of all, I would think 
that the Daily News should be 
focusing their attention on, I 
don’t know, the failing state of 
Yemen? Secondly, in a country 
where individuality is valued and 
promoted, why can’t people 
wear what they want without 
being scrutinized? Why should 
the public and the media be 
able to give any voice or any 
judgmental opinion on the ways 
that others choose to dress? 
That’s because individuality is 
only allowed when it is on het-
eronormative, cisgender terms. 
This has ramifi cations far be-
yond celebrity style sections 
found in the headlines. It dis-
criminates against clothing 
choices that don’t fi t into the 
gender binary that is widely ac-
cepted as a global standard. 
And it has got to stop.
Cisgender values are instilled 
in us by societal norms at birth. 
Newborn boys are given blue 
blankets, while newborn girls 
are swaddled in pink. Our very 
fi rst “outfi ts” are gendered. 
It gets even worse as we get 
older. Clothing stores are sepa-
rated into men’s and women’s 
sections, if that. The majority 
of shops are disconnected by 
gender. This sends the message 
that you either get to be one, or 
the other. There is no socially 
acceptable “in-between.”  
Slowly, there are strides being 
made to break down the restric-
tions of gender norms within 
high fashion. 
This past week, Vogue pub-
lished an article on Andreja 
Pejic, a high fashion, globally 
recognized model. Born with 
male sex organs, Pejic’s career 
has remained highly success-
ful since under going gender-
confi rmation surgery only a year 
ago. She has not only become 
the face for trans models, but 
for all models around the world. 
Additionally, the author of the 
article, Alice Gregory, points 
out that designers like Gucci, 
Proenza Schouler and Chanel 
used male models in women’s 
wear runway shows, displaying 
how androgyny is celebrated as 
beauty in the fashion industry, 
and highlighting how gender is 
becoming non-binary in editorial 
fashion. 
While androgyny is not the 
same as being trans, it shows 
the open and accepting spaces 
within high fashion.
We need to pull ourselves 
away from the gossip and dra-
ma surrounding “Best Dressed” 
and “Who Wore it Better?” lists, 
and focus our attention on cre-
ating a more inclusive and cre-
ative space for individuals to ex-
press their true selves through 
clothing.  
While society has much fur-
ther to go in abolishing the so-
cial construction of a binary sys-
tem, the fact that these issues 
are being discussed is a step in 
the right direction. As Gregory 
notes, “the securing of equal 
opportunities—access to health 
care, housing and protection 
from workplace discrimination—
for transgender people consti-
tutes what many consider to 
be our nation’s next civil rights 
movement.” 
The fact that this conversation 
is being openly discussed and 
supported in Vogue eloquently 
shows the signifi cance in fash-
ion within today’s society.
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“
Cisgender values are 
instilled in us by societal 
norms at birth.  New-
born boys are given blue 
blankets, while newborn 
girls are swaddled in 
pink. Our very fi rst “out-
fi ts” are gendered.
B y  K A S E Y  J A N O U S E K
B y  D A N I E L  W O L F E R T
COWHORN BISCUIT
Roasting, toasting and grill-
ing over a fi re are not only for 
lunch or dinner while camping; 
breakfast can easily be taken up 
a notch with some fl ames and a 
little patience. 
Ingredients
-Canned biscuits
-A long, thick stick
Directions
Take one canned biscuit from 
its package and wrap it around 
one end of the stick. Put that 
end above the fl ames, turning 
continuously, until the biscuits 
expand and bake to a golden 
brown. Remove from heat be-
fore the biscuits are burnt and, 
after pulling them from the stick, 
fi ll them with fruit, eggs, sau-
sage, jelly—anything you like!
PIE IRON TACOS
Lunch can easily be made into 
more than hamburgers with the 
help of a pie iron, which acts 
rather like a small panini press 
attached to a very long handle, 
so that it can be placed in heat. 
This can be used not only to 
toast and press sandwiches, 
but also for Pie Iron Tacos:
Ingredients
-1 lb. Pre-cooked meat (such as 
shredded chicken or pulled pork; 
can be replaced by roasted veg-
gies)
-1 oz. shredded cilantro
-1/2 cup diced onions
-1 cup shredded cheddar 
cheese
-12 corn or fl our tortillas
-Garnish (sour cream, salsa, 
guacamole)
-Vegetable oil
Directions 
Open the pie iron and place one 
tortilla, lightly oiled on both sides, 
down on one side of the iron. Place 
a thin and evenly spread amount 
of the fi lling ingredients (meat/veg-
gies, cilantro, onions and cheese) 
and place another tortilla, lightly 
oiled on both sides, on top of this. 
Close the pie iron so that only tor-
tilla is sticking out of the sides and 
place it above the fl ames, turning 
continuously. Remove once the 
edges of the tortilla begin brown-
ing, open the pie iron and enjoy!
STUFFED DINNER ROLLS
Dinner, meanwhile, can easily 
be made en masse.
 Ingredients
-Bread dough (can be pizza 
dough)
-2 cz. fl our
-2 cz. shredded mozzarella 
cheese
-1 cz. spinach
-1 cz. tomato sauce
-Diced Italian sausage (can be 
replaced with roasted veggies)
-Vegetable oil
-Aluminum foil
Directions
Tear the dough into fi st-sized 
balls and roll out with the fl our 
until they are large circles. Place 
a small amount of cheese, spin-
ach, tomato sauce and sau-
sage/veggie and fold the dough 
over until they are completely 
enfolded. Lightly coat the entire 
ball in vegetable oil and wrap in 
aluminum foil. Place this in the 
coals, turning continuously, for 
roughly 15 minutes (until dough 
is lightly golden brown). Re-
move, unwrap and enjoy!
ROASTED APPLE 
Lastly, we can take dessert 
beyond the realm of the toasted 
marshmallow with the simple but 
richly fl avorful Roasted Apple:
 Ingredients
-4 Apples
-1/2 cup cinnamon
-1 cup sugar
-1/4 cup butter
-Aluminum foil
 Directions
Slice the apples in half, core 
them and fi ll the insides with but-
ter, sugar and cinnamon. Place 
the halves back together, lightly 
coat the outsides with butter, 
and wrap in aluminum foil. Place 
in the coals, turning continuous-
ly, for roughly 5 minutes. When 
you remove and unwrap the 
apples, you’ll fi nd that the sugar 
and the apples themselves will 
have caramelized, making for a 
treat like a personal apple pie.
So in the summer ahead, don’t 
settle for the same meals you’ve 
been making over the fi re all 
these years. Take a chance 
on these fun and easy recipes 
and see what new food you can 
make over the coals! 
ROASTING, TOASTING AND GRILLING
With summer just around the bend, campfi res, grills and barbecues across the nation are coming out of hibernation and warming up the cool eve-
nings. In the coming weeks, countless Puget Sound students, staff and families will be gathering around fi res to roast, toast or grill. But after all these 
years, some may be growing weary of hamburgers, hotdogs and roasted marshmallows. 
GENDERED CLOTHING RESTRICTS EXPRESSION
Why are our clothing choices constrained by the gender binary? Shaming of people who, purposefully or accidentally, bend gender 
norms is commonplace today, as media headlines show. Clothing should not be dictated by social constructions of gender. Movements 
in the fashion industry present some hope for deconstruction of gendered expectations. 
Any fans of fighting games or the 
classic Mortal Kombat franchise 
haVE likely found themselves 
swept up in the bone-snapping, 
gut-wrenching hype-storm of 
goodness that is Mortal Kombat 
X. 
First hitting shelves on April 14, 
Mortal Kombat X welcomes new-
comers and veterans of the fran-
chise alike to take control of char-
acters ranging from Aztec War 
Gods to interdimensional cow-
boys, to the color-coded ninjas 
who serve as icons in the video 
game industry, and have a bloody 
good time. 
I’ve had the opportunity to sit 
down and play through the game 
for a week, and I think it’s safe to 
say this may be the best Mortal 
Kombat to date.  
Now it’s important to say right 
here and right now that Mortal 
Kombat X is not a perfect game. 
There are a number of missteps 
that can be seen occasionally 
that have been implemented by 
series creator NetherRealm Stu-
dios, but there is plenty the game 
does right. 
To get the negative stuff out of 
the way quickly, the game does 
feature a number of micro-trans-
actions. Fear not though, poor 
video gamer, because these are 
all mostly quality of life purchases, 
such as an easy way to perform 
fatalities and unlocking collect-
ibles. 
Another such faux pas comes 
in the choice to make Goro: the 
four-armed juggernaut of pain 
and pompousness that is a se-
ries icon by this point only avail-
able through either pre-ordering 
the game or buying him in the in-
game-store. 
As I said, these are small things 
and the game more than makes 
up for its missteps in what it does 
bring to the table. Now that we’ve 
gone over the little nit-picky prob-
lems, let’s talk about what the 
game does right.
If you’ve caught any advertise-
ments or trailers for the game 
than you’ve likely encountered 
the tagline: “Who’s next?” Now 
for newcomers to the series or 
just people who haven’t been 
around for the last couple games, 
this can be considered a legiti-
mate question. 
This is because a third of the 
game’s impressive 24-charac-
ter roster is dedicated to entirely 
new characters who all manage 
to have distinct fighting styles, 
looks and personalities, which 
has helped breathe new life into a 
series that has been around since 
1992.
Do you want to be the ritual per-
forming War God Kotal Kahn? Or 
does the idea of stepping into the 
shoes of dual-whip-wielding tele-
kinetic warrior Takahashi Takeda 
tickle your fancy? 
Before you start panicking that 
the character you’ve been playing 
with since the days of the SNES is 
gone, you should know that clas-
sic characters make their return 
and their new designs stand out 
just as well as the new blood. 
In Mortal Kombat X it’s impor-
tant to note that the characters 
serve as more than just window 
dressing for people you can beat 
up. X features what I find to be 
a complex and well thought-out 
story that every character gets to 
play a part of.
That being said, there are still 
tongue-in-cheek moments that 
the writing team has been known 
for and it’s never quite made clear 
how the person whose spine you 
just snapped in a fight is able to 
walk around two minutes later.
These are small things, howev-
er, and it’s best to focus on what 
I believe to be the core elements 
that the story weaves for us. Most 
of the new characters that I talked 
about before are either the chil-
dren or the descendants of past 
Mortal Kombat characters. 
This choice allows the story to 
feature a number of scenes cen-
tered on the importance of fam-
ily whether it be in the form of 
newcomer Cassie Cage caught 
between living up to the legacy of 
her divorced mother and father or 
Takeda trying to forgive his father 
Kenshi for abandoning him. 
Now while an engaging story is 
all well and good, sometimes you 
just want to get into the guts and 
the grits that are inherent to fight-
ing games and Mortal Kombat 
historically has never skimped on 
either. This is not a game for the 
faint of heart. 
A trademark of the series makes 
its bloody return in the form of 
hyper-violent and reality-bending 
fatalities that differ from character 
to character. Do you want to re-
place someone’s head with their 
ribcage? Do you want to dislo-
cate someone’s jaw and take a 
selfie with them? You can do that! 
No, really you can.
The possibilities are bloody and 
endless in this new and remark-
able chapter in a fighting game 
franchise for the ages.
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(Top) University of Puget 
Sound Printmaking 
students press designs 
onto T-shirts. (Right) A 
steam roller is used to 
press large designs.
 
PHOTOS COURTESY/DANA DON-
NELLY & LEANNE GAN
WAYZGOOSE
PRINTMAKING
B y  J A M E S  K A N E R
The Wayzgoose! Letterpress and Book 
Arts extravaganza hosted its 11th annu-
al event this year on April 25 and April 
26. The extravaganza featured the work 
of many local artists and University of 
Puget Sound students who operated a 
free screen-printing booth. 
Hosted at King’s Books in Tacoma, 
Wayzgoose was founded by Jessica 
Spring, a letterpress artist, and Sweet 
Pea Flaherty, the owner of King’s books, 
in 2004 and takes place every year dur-
ing the last weekend in April. 
Wayzgoose is a historical printing event 
that has been taking place for centuries, 
although its evolution is undeniable. “The 
etymology has been lost. It (Wayzgoose) 
was on St. Bartholomew’s day in August 
and it was the festival the master printer 
would throw for the apprentices. It used 
to be an insider thing with printers com-
ing together and swapping gear and sto-
ries, but now, at least for our purposes, 
it’s a very public event,” Flaherty said. 
Until this year, Wayzgoose was a one-
day event. This year however, the festival 
expanded to two days in order to include 
many new artists. “It gives us a little more 
space to add more new people,” said 
Sweet Pea Flaherty. 
All kinds of printing are included at 
Wayzgoose, namely woodblock, letter, 
steamrolling, and screen printing. For 
the last few years, Janet Markovich, the 
screen-printing professor at the Universi-
ty of Puget Sound, and her Art 282 stu-
dents have been operating a live screen-
printing t-shirt booth at Wayzgoose 
featuring student designs. 
Among the students with featured de-
signs were Rory Wong Jacobs, Tony Cal-
abrese-Thomas and Rachel Kalman. 
Jacobs’ design was a goose, inspired 
by the festival’s name. “I decided to do a 
goose, because this is Wayzgoose,” Ja-
cobs said. 
Tony Calabrese-Thomas designed 
an iconic Tacoma bike, fitting the word 
“Tacoma” into a bike. “I got the biking 
prompt, and one of the other prompts 
was Tacoma, so I combined the two,” 
Calabrese-Thomas said. 
Rachel Kalman’s design was a squee-
gee that read ‘Wayzgoose.’ 
“I thought it would be funny to squee-
gee a squeegee,” Kalman said. 
The University of Puget Sound has an 
entire major devoted to printmaking, and 
Art 282 is a great way for both majors 
and non-majors to get involved in both 
screen-printing and lithography. The 
class is open to anyone who has com-
pleted Art 101 and is a great way to get 
involved with screen-printing and the 
Wayzgoose festival. 
Bianca Jarvis, a senior printmaking ma-
jor and TA, has been involved with print-
making and Wayzgoose since she was 
a first year, and speaks fondly of screen 
printing as well as many other types of 
printmaking offered through the Univer-
sity. 
“I love all [types of printmaking]! Obvi-
ously some of them you can reproduce 
more, like screen-printing, It’s quick, it’s 
easy, it’s kind of commercial and defi-
nitely more graphic. Block printing, etch-
ing and lithography are more traditional 
forms of printmaking that are kind of dy-
ing out with digital art in general, but I like 
to use those,” Jarvis said. 
While the University of Puget Sound‘s 
involvement at Wayzgoose is current-
ly limited to screen printing, it may one 
day expand to include other forms of 
printmaking. The University presence at 
Wayzgoose is undeniable, but the festival 
is very much a Tacoma community event 
and the majority of demonstrations that 
take place at Wayzgoose are exclusive to 
Wayzgoose as it’s one of the few print-
making festivals in the area. 
Overall Wayzgoose is a wonderful 
event for community members interest-
ed in printmaking or art in general. With 
two full days of demonstrations, vendors 
and lots of steamrolling, Wayzgoose is a 
great place to purchase a unique poster, 
have a T-shirt screen printed, eat some 
kettle corn and learn about printmaking. 
MORTAL KOMBAT FRANCHISE RELEASES SEQUEL
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(Right) Issaquah, Wa. based band Mod-
est Mouse perform at the Big Sky Brewing 
Company in Missoula, MT.  (Bottom left) 
The album cover of Modest Mouse’s new 
album, Strangers to Ourselves. 
PHOTO COURTESY/MODEST MOUSE FACEBOOK
YEARS IN REVIEW:
MODEST 
MOUSE
The last day of classes at the 
University of Puget Sound is sure 
to showcase excitement—if not 
relief—galore. This year, however, 
the last day of classes will also 
showcase musician Allen Stone.
Stone was born and raised in 
Chewelah, Wash., adding anoth-
er name to the list of musicians 
who got their start in Washington. 
Now a rapidly rising star on the 
music scene, Stone recently sold 
out fi ve straight shows in Seattle 
and has performed on popular 
late night shows such as “Conan” 
and “The Late Show with David 
Letterman.”
ASUPS Popular Events Pro-
grammer Hailey Hyde, whose 
grandparents know Stone’s fam-
ily, organized the soul musician’s 
coming appearance on campus. 
“His music speaks to a lot of 
people,” Hyde said. “[And] his 
show is on the last day of class-
es as a way for students to cel-
ebrate.”
After two self-released albums, 
Stone’s third album Radius will 
mark his debut with Capitol Re-
cords. His latest musical eff ort 
was in collaboration with Swedish 
singer and songwriter, Magnus 
Tingsek. 
Stone’s bio indicates that Radi-
us blends everything from “edgy 
soul-pop and earthy folk-rock to 
throwback R&B and Parliament-
inspired funk,” a technical feat 
that seems to be representa-
tive of the musical skill that has 
earned the musician his rapid rise 
and recognition from rock critics 
like NPR’s Ann Powers.
This time next year, Hailey Hyde 
speculates, it will be impossible to 
book Stone. 
“I just want to emphasize what 
an opportunity this is,” Hyde said.
Stone has, through Radius, 
made an honest attempt to ex-
plore matters that are concur-
rently deeply intense and deeply 
personal.
Listening to songs like “Circle,” 
it is easy to see both why his bio 
emphasizes the emotion that 
Stone has put into his music as 
well as why coverage of him fre-
quently remarks upon the emo-
tional power of his musical eff orts.
In and of itself, “Circle” is a 
raw, acoustically laden eff ort that 
touches upon the seemingly cy-
clical nature of depression. The 
song itself is a profound ballad 
that grinds at you a little and gets 
under your skin.
Stone’s Radius, nonetheless, is 
no stranger to more typical, yet 
still intensely personal matters 
like love. Songs like “I Know That 
I Wasn’t Right,” and “Barbwire,” 
among others, each touch upon 
the pervasive topic that everyone 
seems to experience, but that no 
one ever seems to understand.
All in all, Stone comes off  as 
brutally honest, with a devotion 
to personal, dynamic and power-
ful music. And Radius, it seems, 
is his breakthrough, both profes-
sionally and creatively. 
Stone will appear on campus 
on May 6, the last day of classes. 
Tickets are $7 for students.
ALLEN STONE TO PERFORM AT UPS 
B y  T Y L E R  S H E R M A N
Modest Mouse’s Good News 
for People Who Love Bad News 
was the fi rst CD I ever owned. I 
got it when I was 10 and have 
never stopped listening to it 
since.  Modest Mouse is one of 
the bands that marked a gener-
ation of music; we pretty much 
all grew up listening to them. 
The release this month of their 
fi rst new album in eight years, 
titled Strangers to Ourselves, 
sparked a desire to look back at 
the band over the years.
In spite of its stature, Modest 
Mouse is a bit of an oddball in 
comparison to other bands with 
whom they stand in league; their 
success story was an unlike-
ly one. They began as a group 
of more or less directionless 
childhood friends, who would 
kill time playing music in a shed 
constructed by lead singer Isaac 
Brock outside the trailer where 
he grew up in Issaquah, Wash. 
In early recordings, Brock’s un-
abashed enthusiasm and ear-
nest feeling off set the endearing 
imperfection of his lisping ado-
lescent voice.
The band’s fi rst recordings re-
fl ect the directionless surround-
ings of the original trio: front-
man Brock on guitar and vocals, 
bassist Eric Judy and drummer 
Jeremiah Green.  Early Albums 
like Lonesome Crowded West 
and This is a Long Drive for 
Someone with Nothing to Think 
About are composed of long, 
bleak songs that don’t adhere 
to clear musical forms. 
The lyrics are introspective 
musings on small-town entrap-
ment and paved-over land-
scapes, exemplifi ed in Brock’s 
defeated words, “Gotta go to 
work, gotta go to work, gotta 
have a job. Goes through the 
parking lot fi elds, doesn’t see 
no signs that they will yield, and 
then thought, this’ll never end, 
this’ll never end, this’ll never 
stop,” from the song “Custom 
Concern.”
But already these early albums, 
which were written when the 
members were still just teenag-
ers, reveal an insatiable longing 
to reach outside of the small and 
dreary world they found them-
selves in.  In the song “Ocean 
Breathes Salty,” they daydream 
of a moment “when the ocean 
met the sky… when time and 
life shook hands and said good-
bye. When the earth folded in 
on itself. And said ‘Good luck, 
for your sake I hope heaven and 
hell are really there.’”
Brock conveys a deep existen-
tial terror in many of his songs, 
and the very best of Modest 
Mouse comes through when 
he meets this fear and isolation 
with awe-inspiring attempts to 
create an antidote of something 
deeper and worthwhile through 
his music and lyrics.  
The fi rst listen to Strangers 
to Ourselves left me with some 
doubts.  Many of the tracks are 
pleasant, but none initially stood 
out with the wit or fi eriness that 
made me love Modest Mouse in 
the fi rst place. One or two tracks 
were downright hard to listen to. 
The song “Pistol” is proba-
bly meant to be a funny goof-
ing around track, but is easily 
the band’s worst song ever.  It 
aims at the jarring and point-
edly grimy sound of songs like 
“Lounge” or “Tiny Cities Made of 
Ashes,” but the music is abra-
sive and the lyrics crass. 
But after giving the CD a couple 
more listens and letting it really 
sink in, the uniqueness and feel-
ings of a lot of the songs start-
ed to show themselves.  Despite 
how long it has been, this al-
bum proved that Modest Mouse 
is still making music because 
they mean it.  While Strangers 
to Ourselves may not go down 
as a classic like The Moon and 
Antarctica, the knowledge that 
Modest Mouse hasn’t lost their 
earnest approach to music is a 
comforting thought.  
